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Abstract 
In their work and in their lives, Don DeLillo and Jim Morrison have been 
fascinated by the dialectic between famous figures and those whose adoration makes 
them famous. Each writer has written extensively about (and lived with) the conflict 
between a famous figure's individuality and the expectations ofhis fans. DeLillo depicts 
tensions between famous figures and admiring crowds in several ofhis novels, especially 
in his most thorough analyses ofthe subject, Great Jones Street, a portrait of a suddenly 
reclusive rock star, and Mao II, where he depicts a legendarily reclusive novelist. 
Morrison also has a personal connection with the conflict between being his own type of 
performer and lyricist and the different expectations of crowds. In volumes of his own 
work, Morrison meditates on the costs of fame and the strange phenomenon of rock 
stardom, offering arguments and insights into the conflict between the societal 
expectations ofthe entertainer and the performer's distinct individuality. Upon realizing 
that their respective legends now have lives of their own, outside of themselves, each of 
the three leaders-- Great Jones Street's Bucky Wunderlick, Mao II's Bill Gray, and Jim 
Morrison himself-- must choose whether to embrace his dual self or to fight against it. 
All three leaders lose their true identities to the images of them that the public expects 
and wants to see, and all withdraw to try to regain a sense of authority in their own lives. 
By retreating into silence and seclusion, Bucky Wunderlick is able to find a truer sense of 
his creative self, later attempting to reemerge as a different and more authentic person 
and leader. Bill Gray, in his self-imposed exile from the public, eventually realizes that 
he must escape both his seclusion and his obsessive assistant Scott; he does so in order to 
find his authorial identity and to move away from the stalemate surrounding the 
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publishing of his new book and his own anxieties over the waning cultural influence of 
the renowned author. Jim Morrison lost himself in the face ofthe public's demand that 
he become a fictional character of sorts, fixed in a certain performative mode; in so 
doing, he lost his creative self, before attempting to find it again during a withdrawal to 
Paris that ended in his death. The negotiation of the dialectic between public pressure 
and private creative exploration proves to be one of the defining conflicts in both these 
creators and their characters, a conflict that pushes them to search for a truly authentic 
sense of their creative selves. 
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Introduction 
A disconcerting element of fame in contemporary times is the perceived 
accessibility of the famous. Gossip colunms, entertainment news programs, and 
magazines allow the public to feel that they know celebrities on an intimate level, and at 
times, even better than the famous know themselves. However, celebrities can lose a 
sense of self and identity under this type of scrutiny, feeling that the public is watching, 
judging every movement. The pressure to try to satisfy the fans and the public, while 
making choices for oneself, can become overwhelming. 
In their work and in their lives, Don DeLillo and Jim Morrison have been 
fascinated by the dialectic between famous figures and those whose adoration makes 
them famous. Each writer has written extensively about (and lived with) the conflict 
between a famous figure's individuality and the expectations ofhis fans. DeLillo seems 
to have a personal connection with this issue; for years, he has been falsely called 
"reclusive," largely because he does not give as many book readings and publicity tours 
as some ofhis more well-known counterparts. DeLillo depicts tensions between famous 
figures and admiring crowds in several of his novels, especially in his most thorough 
analyses ofthe subject, Great Jones Street, a portrait of a suddenly reclusive rock star, 
and Mao II, where he depicts a legendarily reclusive novelist. Morrison also has a 
personal connection with the conflict between being his own type ofperformer and 
lyricist and the different expectations of crowds. In volumes ofhis own work, Morrison 
meditates on the costs of fame and the strange phenomenon of rack stardom, offering 
arguments and insights into the conflict between the societal expectations of the 
entertainer and the performer's distinct individuality. In addition, as this thesis will 
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demonstrate, Morrison's own life and perfomling career serve as examples of several 
claims put forth in DeLillo and Morrison's writings, claims about the cmshing 
psychological pressures of crowds as they focus on a single, supposedly leading figure, 
and again, about the compromises made and the costs paid in terms of individual 
commitment by such figures when confronted with the crowd's expectations. 
The focus of Chapter One, DeLillo's Great Jones Street, was published in 1973, 
two years after Jim Morrison's death. It features a rock star protagonist and meditates 
extensively on the personae ofrock stars and the prices of fame, especially the pressures 
brought to bear on famous people by their legions of fans. The conflict between identity 
and expectation is particularly problematic for rock musicians-- after all, rock music was 
built upon rebellion against authority. So how can a person who symbolizes rebellion 
actually become an authority? This paradox creates a razor's edge that a musician must 
always walk, never veering too far to either side, in order to hold onto hislher career. 
While rock musicians must be encouraged to cultivate the creativity that has helped them 
to reach the pinnacle of their field, they must also keep an ear tuned to what their fans 
expect of them. The fans, after all, appreciate the art these musicians make, and purchase 
albums, merchandise, and concert tickets, which financially allow the musicians to create 
more art. A rock musician must be a rebel and be daring, but not too shocking; they must 
lead their fans in a certain direction, but never in an explicit way. As Bucky Wunderlick 
puts it, "Fame is treble and bass, and only a rare man can command the dial to that 
fractional point where both tones are simultaneously his" (GJS 149). 
In a very real sense, rock stars must invent two personae: the public persona their 
fans call for and the private persona necessary for them to exist day-to-day. This two­
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sided existence cannot continue forever, though, and eventually a musician must make a 
choice: to give in to his/her commodification, or to burn out. Giving in to the 
commodification may mean more wealth and fame, but also could mean a death of the 
creative spirit. On the other hand, burning out could mean a physical death or a death of 
career, and a burned-out artist may serve as a cautionary tale to other aspiring artists. 
In the end, I argue, sometimes the best thing for a famous contemporary artist's 
career may be for him or her to die or disappear. This allows the mythology of the 
musician to perpetuate itself without the interference of the actual musician; after all, 
what makes the fans most happy are the legends and myths surrounding a celebrity, 
instead of the celebrity himlherself. Dead and missing celebrities continue to lead their 
fans, as well: witness the candle-light vigils held at celebrities' graves on birthdays and 
anniversaries of deaths and the at-home shrines built to celebrities who were dead before 
some fans were even born. Fans need to hold onto something, and many times, that 
something means a belief that they mow the celebrities' lives inside and out or that they 
have an intimate relationship with that celebrity. 
Bucky Wunderlick's fans and, indeed, everyone Bucky encounters, believe that 
they mow him and his motivations. His media image grants a certain amount of 
familiarity and allows Bucky to remain silent while those around him assume they mow 
what his opinions or actions will be. Bucky realizes that his music has allowed him to 
become commodified, sold out to the highest bidder at any given opportunity, and his 
recent forays into changing his message have been met with disapproval by the fans. 
Bucky's frustration at his commodification leads him to retreat to an apartment on Great 
Jones Street, where he only begins to understand how better to move back into his former 
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authoritative role when he is retumed to a pre-verbal state by Happy Valley's 
administering "the product," a speech-annihilating drug, to him. He returns to his actual 
authority when he recognizes that his former perceived authority was actually an illusion 
created by the crowd, who hold the real authority over his performing persona. His dual 
and dueling personae finally merge into a single, authentic Bucky when he returns from 
being drugged as a new, stronger artist, free of former perceptions and expectations 
others had placed on him. Happy Valley's drugging him leads them to believe he is 
incapacitated forever, while the rumors swirling about his imagined death lead the crowd 
to believe he will not return to his perceived role of authority over them. Indeed, Bucky 
is trying to return to an actual authoritative role at the end of the novel, and the beliefs of 
Happy Valley and the fans that he will not retum actually help to free him, allowing him 
to take his art in the direction he wants it to go. 
In the 1960's and 1970's, musicians begin to exert the kind of influence only 
previously shown by religious leaders and kings; many of these figures, including Jim 
Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, and Janis Joplin, to name just a few, became deified by their 
legions ofdevoted fans. With this broad influence, however, comes the conflict: the 
individuality of a rebellious artist vs. the expectations the public has of that artist. 
Even though this dialectic is present to some extent in every person's life, the 
lives and writings of the famous, particularly Jim Morrison, offer a useful lens to examine 
this dialectic on a much larger scale, and in a way that reveals much about contemporary 
manifestations of fame. As I argue in Chapter Two, Morrison documented his transition 
from "spectator" to "actor" in his own life through his poetry, some ofwhich was 
published posthumously. While he clearly was only a spectator in the early poems, an 
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unknown in the midst ofthe crowd, these poems also display his awareness of the double 
life to come that is depicted in the later poems. Attempting to somehow bridge the gap 
between spectator and actor leads to his increasing frustration at the crowd and the 
expectations they are placing on him and on his actor persona. Morrison's growing 
frustration at the crowd's inability to see beyond his performance and listen to The 
Doors' music becomes evident in the later poems. Eventually, in the poetry, we will see 
his shift into identifying wholeheartedly with his perceived image and giving in to his 
commodification. However, this giving in releases his self-destructive demons, who 
bring about his physical death while also ushering in his guaranteed cultural immortality. 
Chapter Three, dealing with DeLillo's Mao II, examines the life ofBill Gray, a 
famously reclusive novelist. Throughout the novel Bill remains an enigma" even to those 
closest to him in his chosen exile. He has no fixed identity ofhis own while in exile, 
only the identity that others project onto him. At times, it seems as if Bill has been 
created by those who follow him, the type of leader that his followers need to be led by, a 
process that has led to the virtual erasure of whoever the actual Bill Gray is. 
In the beginning ofthe novel, Bill's character is only displayed to the reader 
through others' conversations. His assistant, Scott, believes he knows Bill better than 
Bill knows himself, and Bill has begun to believe this as well, to the point where he is a 
static character, almost a prop, in his own home. Only when he breaks free of Scott and 
the cabin does he begin trying to regain his identity; unfortunately, his identity has 
existed solely through the reflection ofhimself that he has seen in Scott's eyes for so long 
that he cannot remember himself. Like the publicists and agents in both Bucky 
Wunderlick's and Jim Morrison's lives, Scott is primarily concerned with the furthering 
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of the Bill Gray brand and its continued contribution to the market economy instead of 
the cultivation ofBill's innate identity. When Bill does leave Scott behind and join the 
crowd in an attempt to regain control over his identity, his desire to fade away into the 
crowd actually mirrors the fading away of the influence of the novelist. DeLillo connects 
Bill in many ways with his fictional terrorist Abu Rashid in order to illustrate terrorists' 
rise in influence over the culture. Terrorists now lead the public in ways novelists 
formerly did, by leading revolutions, inspiring followers, and allowing their images to be 
proliferated. Thus, in Mao II, DeLillo illustrates the way that the dialectic between 
individuality and expectation helps create a new dialectic: between leaders and their 
serialized images. The more familiar an image is, the less powerful it becomes, and 
leaders lose their power, in the way that novelists have and terrorists eventually might. 
Both DeLillo's and Morrison's theories about celebrity culture and the pressures 
brought to bear upon the objects ofa crowd's fascination are exemplified in the life of 
Jim Morrison, discussed in Chapter Four. Morrison's evident frustration at the crowd's 
pressures on his artistic decisions eventually manifested itself in his actions onstage and 
in his life. What started as self-medication for his acute stage fright became alcoholism 
and drug abuse that accelerated until his death in 1971. Along with his self-medication, 
Morrison's very body language throughout his performing career evidenced his growing 
dissatisfaction with being a leader for people who held specific expectations of his 
behavior and the directions his music should go. Instead ofbeing inspired by his music 
and the lyrics that asked for self-examination and change, the crowd became more 
interested in Morrison's legend and his antics. Morrison's withdrawal from the lights 
came at the end of a long period ofbacking away, where he changed his appearance and 
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demonstrated his frustration with his fame and the fans who were running his career. 
For Don DeLillo, a (however inaccurately described) reclusive novelist, and Jim 
Morrison, a rock musician, the dialectic between a leader's individuality and the 
expectations placed on them by their crowds manifests itself in both their writings and 
their lives. Indeed, this dialectic is present in all of our lives, as we struggle to weigh our 
own desires and needs against what society expects of us. The leaders described in this 
thesis, however, face the conflict on a much larger scale, with much ofthe world 
watching, pushing them to rediscover a truly authentic sense oftheir creative selves. 
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Chapter One 

A Return to Identity Through Silence: DeLillo's Great Jones Street 

The conflict between a famous person's individuality and the expectations of 
crowds concerns DeLillo in several of his novels, and the depiction of Bucky 
Wunderlick, his protagonist in Great Jones Street, constitutes an especially sustained 
commentary on this topic. In this novel, DeLillo meditates on the trappings of fame: its 
costs, its mythology, and, most importantly, its influences on popular culture. The type 
of fame that specifically interests DeLillo in Great Jones Street is the all-encompassing 
hero worship people reserve for certain rock musicians. Published in 1973, after the early 
deaths of rock icons Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, and Jim Morrison, the novel attempts to 
understand the relatively new phenomenon of rock stardom and the pressures brought to 
bear upon rock musicians by their swelling numbers of fans. 
In this novel, DeLillo explores the dialectic between a celebrity'S achieved, 
popular performing persona and his evolving artistic individuality, the latter ofwhich 
often leads to forms of expression that his fans might not appreciate. This dialectic is 
brought about by another contrast, the expectations placed on famous individuals by 
crowds versus the power leaders often wield by manipulating crowds. The power 
struggle between the crowd and its leader swings back and forth continuously from 
crowd to leader. In his exploration of these contending forces, DeLillo recognizes that 
the dialectic between public and private life works both for and against each of the forces 
in conflict (i.e., the leader and the crowd he is manipulating), at different points in a 
popular performer's career. To some extent, this conflict is present in the lives of each of 
us, as we struggle to find our identity while weighing the pressures that society places 
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upon us; however, my concerns here are the larger-than-life pressures that Bucky 
Wunderlick both feels and inflicts as a larger-than-life rock musician. By depicting 
Bucky, who starts out using his performing persona to lead his fans and eventually 
realizes that the fans are leading him, as an example of this conflict, DeLillo explores this 
power struggle between rock stars and their fans in stark detail. 
Bucky Wunderlick leads the life of a quintessential rock star: legions of adoring 
fans, millions of dollars, and groupies. He even owns a multinational conglomerate, 
made up of companies, subsidiaries, and tributaries. Bucky's company (or, more 
accurately, the company Bucky's music built), Transparanoia, owns interest in a 
multitude of industries, including real estate, pharmaceuticals, and music. One might 
even say that Bucky himself is a product of Transparanoia, another commodity for a 
corporation to build its fortunes on. Bucky, it is implied, has been leading his fans 
toward something for some time. However, exactly what that something is has seemed to 
escape even him. As the novel opens, he has decided to take an indefinite break and has 
just left his band behind on tour to hide out in an apartment on Great Jones Street in New 
York, where he meditates on his fame, his life, and his art, in an attempt to understand 
where to go next. A good summation ofBucky's particular type of fame occurs on the 
first page of the novel, as Bucky introduces himself: 
Fame requires every kind of excess. I mean true fame, a devouring neon, 
not the somber renown of waning statesmen or chinless kings ... .I mean 
danger, the edge of every void, the circumstance of one man imparting an 
erotic terror to the dreams of the republic ....Even if half-mad he is 
absorbed into the public's total madness; even if fully rational, a 
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bureaucrat in hell, a secret genius of survival, he is sure to be destroyed by 
the public's contempt for survivors. Fame, this special kind, feeds itself 
on outrage ... Perhaps the only natural law attaching to true fame is that 
the famous man is compelled, eventually, to commit suicide. 
(Is it clear I was a hero ofrock'n'roll?) (1) 
Through this introduction ofBucky, DeLillo wants to make clear that this novel is about 
a highly influential rock star. In an interview with Anthony DeCurtis, DeLillo describes 
his creation ofBucky: "The interesting thing about that particular character is that he 
seems to be at a crossroad between murder and suicide. For me, that defines the period 
between 1965 and 1975, say, and I thought it was best exemplified in a rock-music star" 
(133). The desire for his own death, ideally by suicide, is a desire Bucky recognizes in 
his fans, and it illustrates my central point about the desires of fans and the constraints 
these desires place on the individuality of their idols. The crossroad DeLillo mentions is 
a metaphor for the conflict Bucky faces: Bucky could allow his fans' all-encompassing 
love to murder his individuality, or he could strike out on his own, possibly committing 
career suicide. In a celebrity-obsessed culture, fans no longer need the object oftheir 
affection to be present in order to worship at the altar of fame. The proliferation of fan 
magazines, internet sites, and gossip columns helps fans to discuss these objects (for that 
is what they become) in a relatively safe enviromnent, without the interference of the 
actual person they hold in such regard. As DeLillo implies in this novel, fans would in 
many ways be more satisfied if their idols died, so that they could continue to speculate 
about them without the interference of an actual, living, and changing person. This type 
of conflict is eloquently embodied in a rock musician, as DeLillo says; rock music, built 
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on rebellion, has the conflict between individuality and societal expectation already built 
in. Rock musicians are expected to speak for an entire generation, while simultaneously 
molding their own individuality. In Bucky's retreat from the performing life, he attempts 
to decipher his own thoughts and feelings about his authority, performing persona, and 
language; unfortunately, his retreat can never be total-- the pressures ofhis fame follow 
him everywhere, making it impossible for him to find solitude or silence, which are the 
only things he truly needs to regain his former seat ofpower with his fans. 
DeLillo implies that Bucky realizes he has become a mere mouthpiece for his 
fans, and has retreated in pursuit ofways to use his authority for something more 
personally fulfilling. His retreat is an attempt to shift the power in his relationship with 
his fans back onto himself. However, according to Mark Osteen, Bucky's disappearance, 
instead of allowing him to bring his fans with him, only leaves a hole for others to fill. 
" ~-
I Instead of allowing Bucky more control over his own image, his absence allows more 
I
" I inconsistencies, rumors, and myths about him to circulate in the public: "The longer he is 
,:.;.•.•..-,. 
'f'" silent, the more the rumors about his whereabouts multiply, so that the real Bucky is ! ~, 
replaced by mythic facsimiles. His celebrity has become a thing apart from him ... No 
, 
b longer master of his own production, Bucky nonetheless continues to reproduce and 
t,~.·.··',.·.··········•.·I·
~ circulate in the form of simulacra" (Osteen 159).1 Bucky's fame is such that it will continue on its own, with or without him, as the episodes that ensue after his 
i.·.I'..M1 disappearance illustrate. The fans' desire for death or suicide that DeLillo describes 
implies that the fans are more than happy to continue circulating his simulacral persona, 
both before and after his disappearance and rumored death. 
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DeLillo sets up the beginning of the novel as a series of contradictions in Bucky's 
life, and begins by describing Bucky's old life in the first chapter, while in the second 
chapter, he moves into the ways Bucky is now experiencing his new life. In this way, 
according to Tom LeClair, "devouring neon" becomes darlmess, "long journeys" tum 
into the exploration of a single room, and brief trips into the streets of Manhattan (90). 
Somewhat paradoxically, Bucky seeks danger, but it comes from a lack of attachment, 
instead of from an adventure in the world. "These rapid reversals in Wunderlick's life 
and in his narration are 'madness' to most of his associates and his public, who, like the 
readers ofhis first chapter, expect from him continued entertainment" (LeClair 90). 
These contradictions stem from the basic conflict between Bucky's reality and his fans' 
speculations; as LeClair points out, even the readers of the novel have expectations that 
Bucky must recognize. In a metanarrative mode, Bucky's narration of this novel opens 
him up to a new group of fans and a new audience, and with that audience comes new 
and different expectations, new pressures on his time and his individuality. As a series of 
visitors intrude on his privacy throughout the novel, he comes to realize his own 
commodification, and hopes that he can redefine his identity, by escaping his own legend, 
a legend that helps perpetuate his fans' belief in his authoritative voice. DeLillo uses the 
beginning of the novel, then, to create the defining conflict ofBucky's life: the conflict 
between Bucky's leadership and the crowd's. 
Welcome to the Machine 
1 Jean Baudrillard coined the term "simulacra," or copies without originals, in his 
book Simulations (Translated by Paul Foss, et al. New York: Semiotext( e), 1983). 
Further references to this work will be parenthetical. 
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When Bucky describes the reactions of the crowds at the last few concerts he 
gave, he realizes that "the culture had reached its limit, a point of severe tension" (2). 
The crowds, instead of giving themselves up to "simple visceral abandon" as he implies 
they had done in the past (2), simply go through the motions. To Bucky, their tum 
toward silence seems eerie, and even more threatening than the crowd's riotous actions in 
the past: "during a perfornlance the boys and girls directly below us, scratching at the 
stage, were less murderous in their love ofme, as if realizing finally that my death, to be 
authentic, must be self-willed-- a successful piece of instruction only if it occurred by my 
own hand, preferably in a foreign city" (2).2 According to Osteen, the audience's tum 
toward silence reduces Bucky's music to meaninglessness. Bucky's abandonment of the 
tour signals a slide into silence for him (literally as well as figuratively), and he "wants to 
bring to closure his legendary existence as a pop icon and cultural myth" (Osteen 157). 
Bucky recognizes the shift in his audience's wishes, from murderous love to a desire for 
the loved one's suicide, and is understandably disconcerted. This shift in the audience's 
feelings leads to Bucky's decision to leave the tour, but it becomes clear that 
unfortunately, he cannot leave behind the external pressures on his life and his time. 
As LeClair puts it, "After the first chapter, the relation between performer and 
audience is inverted: once Wunderlick traveled city to city to appear where his fans were 
gathered, whereas now those whose interest he has created travel distances to call on 
him" (91). The first of these travelers are Bucky's manager Globke and his assistant 
Hanes, as chosen representatives from the Transparanoia Corporation. They attempt to 
2 Jim Morrison died in a Paris hotel room in 1971. While other elements in 
Bucky's life and career are reminiscent ofother rock musicians ofthe 1960's, most 
notably Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix, The Beatles, and The Rolling Stones, this statement 
seems to refer directly to Morrison and the mystery that continues to surround his death. 
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rouse Bucky from his semi-depressed state with tales of rumors and riots, as well as 
threats. Their appearance and subsequent behavior can be seen as further evidence that 
Bucky's life is no longer within his own control, even though both Globke and Hanes are 
employed by him because ofhis clout within the commodity culture. Globke knows that 
Bucky is the lynchpin to the financial success of the entire Transparanoia operation, and 
thus tries various methods to inspire Bucky to action; however, his intentions toward 
Bucky center around trying to remind Bucky ofhis continued contribution to the 
corporation and the market economy. LeClair points out that to all other characters in the 
novel besides Bucky, sanity can only be displayed by those who are making money and 
contributing to "the market" (90). This belief is perpetuated by the notion everyone 
except Bucky seems to hold, that only those who are within the machine of capitalism 
can help change it. These characters don't actually wish to change the way that 
capitalism works (it's been working well for all ofthem so far), but in their attempts to 
effect Bucky's return, they are willing to try anything to persuade him, even pretend that 
his goals ofprivate and public change are their goals, as well. Globke and Hanes both 
want Bucky's continued performance in order to help line their own pockets, but they 
couch their concern by pretending that he can only use the power the fans perceive he 
holds for his own uses by continuing to wield that power outside of the apartment on 
Great Jones Street. The truth that Bucky has started to face, however, is that he loses his 
power when he returns to the limelight, ifhe returns to do the fans' bidding instead of 
listening to his own artistic desires. His disappearance has transferred the power from his 
fans back to himself, and he is enjoying this return ofhis former power. 
On Globke's first unannounced visit to the apartment, he tells Bucky, "no matter 
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what your intentions are, we're detennined to see you through this thing, irregardless of 
revenues, monies, so forth-- grosses and the like. Your own intentions are uppennost" 
(7). In nevertheless reminding Bucky ofhis responsibilities in this not-so-subtle way, 
Globke obviously hopes to awaken Bucky to his contractual obligations to make music. 
As the novel continues, he becomes more and more frantic about Bucky's absence, 
eventually telling him, "You can't just sit there" (144). Eventually, he will not take no 
for an answer; he steals the "mountain tapes" that Bucky recorded earlier at his mountain 
home and has been withholding, and plans Bucky's comeback, whether or not Bucley is 
ready to make a comeback. By trading the mountain tapes for a speech-annihilating drug 
t 
(both ofwhich DeLillo calls "the product"), Hanes tries to drive home the point to BuckyJ 
that he must remain within the market. Bucky is not ready to release the mountain tapes, 
because they are too private and personal to him, but Globke merely sees them as more 
product that he can reproduce to stand in for Bucky during Bucky's absence. Globke 
fails to see that, even though he is employed by Bucky, Globke really serves the fans; his 
actions and reactions all point toward his desire to keep the fans happy, because they 
have become the source ofpower in Bucky's life (and by extension, his own). Globke 
continues to try to serve the fans, who place the most pressure on him, until the end. 
Globke's concern for his own financial stability causes him to worry about the fans 
instead of his employer, since the fans buy the tickets, albums, and memorabilia and 
place the most pressure on him for Bucky's return. 
In the meantime, the media circulate rumors, largely in an effort to place pressure 
on Bucky and drive him out ofhiding. One reporter tells him, by way of explaining the 
media's incursion into his private life, "Your power is growing, Bucky ....We make 
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demands on you not because we're media leeches of whatever media but frankly because 
proportionate demands are being made on us... Your power grows. The less you say, 
the more you are" (128). The reporter reminds him that instead of dying off, the rumors 
are actually getting stronger and stronger, as the pressure for Bucky's return to a 
perceived leadership role grows. Like his other visitors, the reporter also reminds Bucky 
that his power, instead of abating, is growing-- the power that had been eluding Bucky on 
the tour is now returning to him with his disappearance. Once the power begins a return 
to him, Bucky starts to feel as ifhe might be ready for a comeback, but only on his terms. 
For this reason, he is unsure about submitting to Globke's plans. He wants to make sure 
that he chooses the means and method ofhis reappearance, and in so doing, might be able 
to regain his former power. 
At the end of his first (non)interview (he evades each of the reporter's questions, 
or answers them with comic irony), Bucky explains his views about his own 
commodification to the reporter. He says, 
Everybody under contract has his or her facsimile. It's one of the terms in 
the standard contract. Once you sign the contract, you're obliged to live 
up to the terms. This is basic to a sound contractual relationship. At this 
precise moment in duplicate time, Bucky Wunderlick is having his 
toenails clipped in the Waldorf Towers. You've been conducting an 
interview with his facsimile. (24) 
Bucky uses the word "facsimile" at different points in the novel to describe himself, his 
image, his home in the mountains, and the mountains themselves. What Bucky actually 
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means by "facsimile" is what Jean Baudrillard later calls the "simulacra" (99).3 Bucky 
has begun to feel that his entire life has run away from him. He remains unable to even 
recognize himself, and implicitly feels like everything in his life is counterfeit, from his 
elevated image to his house in the mountains. He has withdrawn from public life in order 
to help him regroup and revitalize his identity, and to help him feel less like a fraud. 
Azarian, Bucky's bandmate, also puts pressure on him to make a decision where I 
f 
I the band is concerned. He tells Bucky, "You cracked up. You couldn't take it anymore 
I and you went offto Morocco to hide. I told them that" (34). In the absence ofBucky's 
I 
authority, Azarian has taken it upon himself to judge Bucky's mental status for the rest of 
the band. They seem to be floundering without Bucky's leadership, so Azarian takes 
control in that department, as well. The fans have also begun to flounder; in fact, a riot 
, 
r 
breaks out the first night the band plays without Bucky. The crucial feature of the riot is 
that before Bucky left the tour, he had begun to feel that the fans were becoming less 
interested, "less murderous in their love ofme" (2). Only when Bucky withdraws do the 
fans sit up and take notice, returning to their former wild abandon. The fans' loss of 
interest had stemmed from their recognition of their power over Bucky and the band; 
when Bucky disappears, they throw a tantrum, illustrating their frustration at their sudden 
lack of control over their perceived leader. Azarian, always a distant second to Bucky, 
remains unable to fill the authoritative vacuum left by Bucky' s disappearance, and as 
Bucky's retreat drags on for months on end, the band eventually breaks up without his 
3 While DeLillo is most widely praised for depicting the American simulacrum in 
White Noise in ways that echo Baudrillard, Great Jones Street, and indeed even his first 
novel, Americana (1971), constitute extensive anticipation of ideas largely credited to 
Baudrillard. Just who may have influenced whom on these matters certainly merits 
further study. Guy DeBord's earlier Society ofthe Spectacle (1967) would of course need 
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leadership. This is proof ofthe power ofBucky's perceived authority. The band looks to 
Bucky for guidance, while also denying their own complicity in his withdrawal. They 
feel that they have power over the fans because ofBucky, but their eventual (and perhaps 
inevitable) breakup signifies their recognition that the fans' pressures and demands have 
become too powerful for them to continue to make music or lead without their 
spokesperson. 
Of course, the masses reacting to Bucky's withdrawal are not a homogenous 
group. Some people believe Bucky's disappearance is a message to them, or a 
reinforcement of their own values. The Happy Valley Fann Commune, for example, 
rejoices that Bucky is "[r]eturning the idea of privacy to American life" (17). They, like 
the agents and fans and journalists before them, hitch themselves to Bucky; the difference 
between the commune and the other publics in Bucky's life, however, is that they want to 
benefit from his solitude, instead of his music or his mystique. As Osteen points out, 
"Happy Valley exemplifies how commodity culture turns political awareness into private 
pleasures ... by appropriating even the symbols of individual rebellion" (161). They 
believe that he has chosen solitude as an example to them, to reinforce their own ideas 
that "[t]here is no freedom ... without privacy" (GJS 60). The commune believes that 
Bucky leads his fans, and eventually the public, by example. They want him to continue 
his silence, in order to force the public to follow suit. Happy Valley is hoping to put 
Bucky's perceived power to use for them; of all the people in Bucky's life, only the 
Happy Valley representatives recognize that Bucky's silence has returned him to his 
fonner place ofpower with his fans and the public, and they will go to any lengths to 
to be credited as a precursor to both DeLillo and Baudrillard's explications of simulacra1 
features of our modem times features of our postmodern times. 
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prevent his return. 
Like the other groups in the novel who exert pressure on Bucky, Happy Valley 
also believes that they know and understand Bucky and his motivations. This is evident 
from the first appearance of Happy Valley, when Skippy first leaves "the product," a 
wrapped item that Bucky eventually realizes is a drug. She tells Bucky, "I'm nonverbal 
just like you" (17), at the end of their meeting. At the end of the novel, when Happy 
Valley administers the drug to Bucky, removing his ability to speak, this statement from 
Skippy proves eerily prophetic. In the beginning, Skippy seems to be referring to the 
descent ofBucky's lyrics into nonverbal gibberish (as well as his reticence in their 
conversation), but she also presumably knows the effects that "the product" would have 
on him, ifhe were to take it. Possibly, Happy Valley plans to use "the product" all along 
on Bucky, and simply give him the package so that it will be near when the time arises 
for them to force his continued withdrawal. Whether or not this is the case, Happy 
Valley sends Skippy to give Bucky "the product" because, without having ever met him, 
they believe they can trust him to hold it safe. 
DeLillo next sends several visitors to Bucky, all ofwhom seek the unnamed 
"product." In the process, this item eventually becomes representative of the voracious 
interests many have in Bucky himself as a product. As DeCurtis explains about the 
forces who pressure Bucky for "the product," "What happens is that the void he creates 
by his withdrawal makes the functioning of those forces more apparent-- and more 
frightening-- to him" (145). Those who want "the product" are primarily interested in the 
possibilities ofwhat could be done with the drug, especially Happy Valley, who are 
trying to force their idea ofpersonal silence upon the entire society. Bucky himself is a 
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product ofthe machine of capitalism, and the bidding war for "the product" mirrors 
society's interest in Bucky: a win at all costs, take no prisoners, war that attempts to 
annihilate Bucky's individuality in the same way that the drug annihilates speech. As the 
bidding war for "the product" heats up, each person who represents a specific interest in 
"the product" appeals to Bucky in ways they think he will relate to, even though most of 
them (except Azarian, Hanes, and Opel) don't even know him. In the quest to obtain "the 
product," LeClair points out, those who know Bucky have the least amount of success 
manipulating him. "Those with the most external stature or power demand most; they are 
met with silence, passive denial, or ironic evasion. Several who are less powerful ... are 
given passive acceptance because with them Wunderlick can exist almost like an object" 
(LeClair 103). Even at his own birthday party, Bucky sits silently, allowing the party to 
continue around him; with Fenig and those he is not familiar with, he is much more 
willing to engage in conversation and be honest. Bucky knows that those who don't 
know him can't expect anything from him, while Globke, Opel, and Azarian expect 
certain things from him, making the pressure they place on him greater. 
With those he doesn't know, Bucky is aware that he is only an object of financial 
interest and that they assume they understand his agenda. Watney, a rebel rock musician, 
semi-retired, appeals to Bucky as a fellow musician. He says, "We're still inveterate 
travelers. We have to have our entertainments. We need something to while away the 
time, we inveterates of the travel game" (157). While Bucky never reveals whether he 
knows Watney personally or by reputation only, Watney seems bent on making a 
connection between the two of them, in order to help the people he represents obtain "the 
product." He believes that he knows what will motivate Bucky to give the product up, 
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and even attempts to appeal to what he thinks is Bucky's disillusionment with American 
capitalism: "None of your slick trading here. We make an offer and we stick to it" (157). 
However, the perceived familiarity Watney has with Bucky still does not help him in 
acquiring "the product." 
As the forces vying for "the product" become more violent, breaking into Bucky's 
building and neighboring apartments, Dr. Pepper, the scientist Happy Valley is hoping 
will be interested in developing "the product" for mass production, enters Bucky's life. 
He believes that Bucky will undoubtedly give "the product" to him, with no questions 
asked. After discovering that "the product" is no longer in Bucky's possession, he 
assumes that he knows Bucky, and that Bucky is trustworthy. He says, "You and I, 
friend, are the only two people in positions of trust" (178), in an attempt to inspire Bucky 
to give up "the product" in the event Hanes should return it to him. The irony of this 
statement of trustworthiness coming from an underworld drug lord is ofcourse not 
missed by Bucky, who later describes him as a "touring clown" (179). 
Bohack, a representative ofthe commune, bursts in on this scene by also 
presuming he knows Bucky and that the two ofthem can work something out for "the 
prodUCt." He explains the commune's trust in Bucky as follows: "[W]e believe you're 
the last person we have to defend ourselves to. We're your group-image, Bucky" (194). 
The commune believes that they can trust Bucky, due to his public persona and what they 
believe motivates him. As previously mentioned, they are trying to use his authority with 
the public to force a return to silence and privacy. However, Bucky has no interest in 
their "product" or the bidding war for it, and their belief that they know his identity 
miserably fails to sway Bucky's intentions one way or the other. 
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Bucky's willful disappearance is an attempt to reclaim the authority in his own 
life, after the fans have held the power for so long. LeClair observes that "during his 
years on the tour, [Bucky's] role has become static," and he is unable to transform 
himself, because ofhis leadership position, even though he continually commands and 
transforms others (94). The irony ofBucky's situation is that in his active role on tour, 
his leadership has become stale, to the point that he must disappear in order to make his 
own choices about his own life and career. Only when he becomes physically static in 
the apartment is he able to regain his former power and begin to transform himself. 
However, as DeCurtis puts it, "What Wunderlick learns in his withdrawal is that it is 
finally impossible to withdraw. Great Jones Street is no different from Main Street or 
Wall Street; it offers no haven, no safe retreat" (134). Bucky is too vital a part of the 
commodity culture to have expected to disappear without consequence. Bucky's 
withdrawal from the public eye starts out disappointingly for him, due to the public's 
insistent clamor for his return. He remains in seclusion and tries to avoid talking to 
anyone, but everyone he meets reminds him ofhis public persona and the responsibility 
he has to his fans. As Globke points out, "Bucky Wunderlick. That's what people want. 
In the flesh" (10). Regardless ofwhat shape Bucky is privately in, the public expects him 
to return to his leadership role (with them pulling the strings); ultimately, after clearing 
his head, he intends to return to his own type of leadership role, wherever that role may 
be. 
The pressure Bucky feels in the novel comes from everyone he comes into contact 
with, all ofwhom appropriate and commodify what they believe is his identity for their 
own uses. This is further evidence of the dialectic between Bucky and his fans, and the 
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power that swings back and forth between them throughout the novel. The public 
believes they know Bucky because they believe that Bucky is leading them, when in 
reality, they have been unconsciously leading him for some time. In spite of Bucky's 
attempts to dissuade some of these characters from their imagined familiarity with him, 
he is unable to escape their manufactured assumptions about his identity. According to 
LeClair, when Bucky tries to escape his performer's life to preserve his identity, the new 
life he attempts to create ironically threatens his identity as well, as his fans and his 
public encroach upon the very intimacy he seeks to protect. "Although the novel 
investigates this vicious artistic circle, DeLillo ... is more concerned with the relation 
between the Dionysian artist and his crowd" (LeClair 93). This relationship between 
Bucky and his crowd, formerly one where Bucky held all the power, has given the power 
to the fans by the beginning of the novel; through Bucky's disappearance, he hopes to 
swing the power dynamic back in his direction. 
In his chosen exile from the limelight, Bucky realizes his lack of conscious choice 
in the matter. He knows the fans' pressure (and their new power over him) has made his 
decision for him, and says, "The public would come closer to understanding my 
disappearance than anyone else. It was not quite as total as the act they needed and 
nobody could be sure whether I was gone for good" (3). In the second sentence, DeLillo 
implies that not even Bucky knows whether he will be gone for good. He needs the time 
to return to his own message and direction and decide what he wants to do, without the 
pressures ofhis career making decisions for him. The fans' need for his death will have 
to be satisfied with his disappearance, for now. The public desire for death that Bucky 
feels in the beginning ofthe novel is related to the amount of fame that Bucky has 
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attained. Bucky has reached the pinnacle of his fame, and the only way for him to 
continue to lead in the same way is to die or disappear. When the public feels that they 
know every intimate detail ofBucky's life, his continued existence and leadership will 
become anticlimactic; Bucky will inevitably disappoint them or cease to surprise them if 
he continues in the same vein, and if he dies or disappears, his leadership will live on 
through those who believe they lmow him best: his fans. The fans' perceived familiarity 
with (and ultimate desire for the death/suicide of) Bucky is a sign ofthe unending 
pressure they are placing on him. As the true authority in Bucky's life, the only way they 
I 
I can continue to control him is ifhe ceases to exist (i. e., inevitably proves their perceived 
knowledge wrong). For this reason, they are satisfied with Bucky's disappearance, 1 
because now they can circulate rumors and stories about him without his actual presence 
barring the way. As Osteen points out, "It scarcely matters whether the 'real' Buckyor 
only his facsimile dies, so long as the legend lives on" (160). 
"The Mad Weather of Language" 
The intangible and elusive qualities of language invade the small space of 
Bucky's apartment in a variety of ways. Indeed, the pervasiveness of language fills every 
aspect of Great Jones Street, from Bucky's lyrics, printed in the text, to his neighbor 
Eddie Fenig, the writer. Bucky's downstairs neighbor, Mrs. Micklewhite, has a son who 
is unable to speak, and Bucky admires the boy for his "embryonic beauty" (161). The 
Micklewhite boy has attained the silence that Bucky is seeking and has yet to find. As 
Bucky begins his withdrawal, he says, referring to the fans, "Either 1'd return with a new 
language for them to speak or they'd seek a divine silence attendant to my own" (3). 
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David Cowart points out that both of these possibilities are explored by DeLillo and 

Bucky, in the form of both the fans' rumors and Happy Valley's enforced silence, 

respectively (39). 

"The product" that Happy Valley Farm Commune so quickly trust Bucky with 
turns out to be a drug that removes the power of speech from those who take it. The 
removal of language seems familiar to Bucky, whose lyrics have steadily deteriorated, 
over time, into childlike gibberish-- his last album included lyrics such as "pee-pee-maw­
maw" (119). In Bucky's final days oflyric writing before his withdrawal, he had 
recorded these gibberish lyrics onto albums in an attempt to explore the power he holds 
over the fans. He had realized that his life was becoming less genuine daily, as he 
succumbed more and more to the desires of the fans and the pressures of commodity 
culture. The gibberish lyrics are also an attempt to regain his power; however, the lyrics 
backfire, as the fans begin to fall silent, showing their disapproval. Bucky clearly feels 
the inadequacies of language daily, in his art and his life, exemplified in both the 
gibberish lyrics and the fans' reactions to them. It is no accident, as well, that as Bucky's 
audience's desires shift from desires of murder to desires of suicide, they eventually fall 
silent. Bucky says, "I began to think their education would not be complete until they 
outdid me as teacher, until one day they merely pantomimed the kind of massive 
response the group was used to getting. As we performed they would jump, dance, 
collapse, clutch each other, wave their arms, all the while making absolutely no sound" 
(2). It is the audience's final shift toward silence that inspires Bucky to withdraw; he 
desires a silence ofhis own. 
However, the withdrawal does not become complete or satisfying to Bucky until 
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Happy Valley administers the drug to him, rendering him speechless. The pressures of 
the outside world encroach continually upon the apartment until Bucky takes the drug. 
He is left alone after this, because Happy Valley believes that the drug will have a 
permanent effect-- they believe they have successfully returned Bucky to silence. He 
recovers his faculties of speech, however, and the last page finds him waiting for the right 
time to stage a return. Only after he is both inwardly and outwardly silent can he "return 
with a new language for them to speak" (3). The new language Bucky will return with is 
a language that is born from his experience and his own ideas, rather than what he feels 
his crowd may want to hear. This is the ultimate success ofBucky's withdrawal: his 
ability to separate from the pressures surrounding him and remember what, exactly, he 
wants to say. He never reveals to the reader what he wants to say, but in the end, it really 
doesn't matter, as long as the language he returns with is authentic for him. 
Bohack, the leader of Happy Valley, tells Bucky, "Your privacy and isolation are 
what give us the strength to be ourselves. We were willing victims of your sound. Now 
we're acolytes of your silence" (194). The commune appropriates Bucky's silence for 
their own uses, which include storage of "the product" and negotiating the bidding war 
for it. The only thing that the commune tries to forbid is Bucky's return to the stage. As 
a result, when Hanes, Globke's assistant, disappears with "the product" and the commune 
learns ofBucky's plans to return, they judge him harshly and render him speechless, 
using the language-annihilating drug. Their desire to return privacy to American life is 
here juxtaposed with their invasions ofBucky's privacy; their need for a personally 
chosen silence does not strike them as at all at odds with forcing Bucky to remain silent. 
Unfortunately for them, the drug wears off eventually, leaving Bucky looking for the 
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right opportunity to "return to whatever is out there" (265). 
I 
The printed copies ofBucky's lyrics began with references to the political world 
and slowly moved inward, to Bucky himself and eventually to the fans. As LeClair puts 
it, "The audiences for those lyrics were, in tum, affected by his performances and 
directed to the world he described. Wunderlick was a channel for redistributing 
information. When his lyrics refer to him and, finally, to themselves, the crowd focuses 
only on Wunderlick's performance. Rather than remaining a channel, he has become an 
end" (95). This is another reason for the crowd's waning interest in Bucky in the 
beginning of the novel-- Bucky's new lyrics contain his self-examination, and the fans 
prefer to examine the world, instead of themselves, through his music. At the beginning 
of the novel, Bucky has begun the descent in his fans' esteem described previously, 
, 	 because he has ceased to entertain or instruct in ways the crowd expects him to. Their 
power over him is losing ground even before he decides to withdraw, but his withdrawal 
renews their interest at the same time that it returns his power to him. 
The fans seek solace from the shock of Bucky's disappearance (and their own loss 
ofpower) by starting rumors about his whereabouts and claiming to have seen him 
everywhere, from Peru to Philadelphia. As LeClair puts it, "Although Wunderlick is 
described in concert only at the novel's beginning, 'the public' ... is the book's motive 
force. It constitutes the cause of Wunder lick's retreat, the subject ofhis future plans, and 
...[remains] a constant source of pressure on him" (91). Through the media and these 
rumors, the public continues to build and debate Bucky's public identity, each person 
believing that they alone know Bucky's true motivations or actions, during his 
disappearance or ever. 
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Unfortunately, the people surrounding Bucky find it necessary to remind him of 
the language being generated about him. They are unaware that until Bucky is granted 
silence from the outside world, he will be unable to return to it. News of the outside 
world only succeeds in reminding him of the reasons for his withdrawal and causing him 
to withdraw further. Throughout the novel, Bucky receives updates from his 
management team and his various visitors about the latest rumors and theories about his 
disappearance. He listens to these tales disinterestedly throughout the story, and neither 
publicly confirms nor denies any ofthem. During exchanges with several media outlets 
requesting interviews, Bucky refuses to answer any questions, and even tells the first 
reporter, "Whatever you write will be true. I'll confirm every word" (21). Bucky hopes, 
at least in the beginning, to stave offthe interest in himself by deflecting the interest onto I 
the rumors about him. He is also aware that sensational stories sell newspapers and I magazines; he is willing to allow sensational stories to be printed about him in exchange I for being allowed to continue silence. Bucky obviously has the ability to dispel these 
1 
rumors, but chooses not to, because any challenge on his part to the fans' perceived truth 
would be met with disappointment and further loss ofhis newly regained power. In his 
withdrawal, Bucky hopes to leave behind the pressures that his extended dialogue with 
the fans were placing on him. Ifhe attempts to dispel these rumors, any statements on his 
part would re-enter him into a dialogue with the fans, as they (and he) attempt to prove 
each other wrong, and ultimately lessen his power. By allowing the rumors to circulate, 
Bucky is purposely avoiding such a dialogue to keep control over his new power. 
At the end ofthe novel, after his enforced silence, Bucky has finally found peace. 
He is cheered by the latest rumors about his whereabouts. He describes his experience 
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with the drug as follows: 
[T]he drug was less than lasting in its effect. ...This was my double 
defeat, first a chance not taken to reappear in the midst of people and 
forces made to my design and then a second enterprise denied, alternate to 
the first, permanent withdrawal to that unmerited level where all sound is 
silken and nothing erodes in the mad weather of language. (264-65) 
Cowart describes Bucky's description of the drug as "surprisingly wistful" (39), and 
indeed, it seems as though Bucky truly enjoyed the silence that the drug placed upon him. 
More than anything, Great Jones Street describes the failure oflanguage. Bucky, in his 
high-pressure life, is unable to articulate the desires and needs that would help him 
succeed, so he chooses silence and solitude. The pressure (and later, the drug) placed on 
Bucky from all sources, within and without, forces him to stay mute, rather than trying to 
walk the razor's edge between his individuality and the public's perception. As Osteen 
notes, Bucky disappears from public life to try and find some kind of inner purity; 
however, this disappearance only succeeds in adding to his celebrity. Eventually, his 
realization ofthe inescapability of commodity culture leads to a rebirth of sorts for Bucky 
(158). 
Bucky has a certain authority over his fans and the public, but has lost his identity 
by the proliferation ofhis public persona. He also, unbeknownst to him, had lost his 
authority with his fans during the latter days ofhis touring. The fans had become the 
authority in his life, dictating when and where to go, what to write and perform, and how 
to behave. Only through withdrawing from these pressures to seek a "divine silence" can 
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Bucky recognize his own powerlessness in the face ofthese pressures and regain his 
former authority (GIS 3). His withdrawal helps him to find his identity, in spite of those 
around him who believe that they know him, and with a stronger sense ofhis identity, he 
is ready to return to public life at the right moment. The silence he seeks by withdrawing 
eludes him at first, as he battles his friends, neighbors, and colleagues, but eventually, he 
finds a personal silence that allows him to know himself and regain his role of leadership. 
The power Bucky wields as an integral part of the machine of capitalism remains 
a magnet to each character in the novel, including Bucky himself. By the end of the 
novel, he is finally able to examine his former and future power without interference 
from any of the people who have been pressuring him all along. In this respect, his 
withdrawal is a success-- he realizes his own commodification and his role in the cycle of 
leadership between himself and his fans. Eventually, Bucky recognizes the authority that 
his fame affords him, and even Happy Valley's attempts to keep him silent are ultimately 
unable to force his continued cooperation. He has reconciled himself with his fame and 
his authority, and is ready to take on the mantle of celebrity/authority again, on his own 
terms, apparently a little wiser. Bucky chooses his return to society after his experience, 
a point which cannot be overlooked here. Through his study of the conflict between 
individuality and expectation, DeLillo illustrates the importance of finding an authentic 
language and creative voice for any person who desires to obtain and keep authority. In 
the following chapter, I will explore the poetry of .Tim Morrison in order to further define 
the conflict between individuality and expectation as seen through the eyes of an actual 
musician who was faced with (and meditated on) this conflict on a daily basis. 
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Chapter Two: 
The Transition from Spectator to Actor in the Poetry of Jim Morrison 
Jim Morrison, best known as the lead singer and lyricist for the rock music group 
The Doors, also kept journals and wrote poetry from his adolescence until his death in 
1971. The published editions of some of these journals, poems, and lyrics, two of which 
were published posthumously, contain considerable and considerably thoughtful 
reflection on fandom, crowds and power, and the pressure society places on individuals. 
Some ofMorrison's poetry in these volumes became songs for The Doors, but many 
were seen by the public for the first time when they were published in these editions. The 
poetry of Jim Morrison illustrates a man who becomes more and more focused on the 
gaze and expectations his fans place on him while attempting to continue serving his own 
artistic vision. The dialectic already described in Chapter One, between the power fans 
can hold over their leader and the power leaders wield, is present in these poems as well. 
However, instead ofusing a character's voice to explore the pressures placed on the 
leaders by their subjects, Morrison's poetry is drawn from his own experiences, with 
none of the buffer zone found in fictional characterization that DeLillo utilizes in his 
work. 
This dialectic presents itself in the lives of all of us, as the conflict between our 
individuality and the expectations society places upon us. Morrison was especially 
interested in this conflict even before he becanle famous. His earliest published works, in 
The Lords and the New Creatures (published in 1969 by Morrison himself), were written 
while he was a film student at UCLA (some in the form ofnotes in the margins, when he 
became bored in a lecture). This volume is one of only two volumes ofMorrison's 
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poetry over which he had editorial control. Yet in some ways, these works offer the most 
useful examination ofthe presence ofthis dialectic in Morrison's life, even before his 
fame helped this conflict become much more epic in scale. Morrison examines questions 
of authority closely in this book, although at the time he wrote these works, he thought 
his authority would come from the films he would make, rather than from the songs he 
would write. These works demonstrate that before Morrison blew up and burnt out, he 
had been writing and meditating about the pressures of society on the individual for 
years. 
Morrison's later works, collected in Wilderness (published in 1988) and 
American Night (published in 1990), suggest a more worldly perspective than Morrison 
displays in the earlier works. The poems in the two later volumes depict the struggle for 
identity that Morrison was grappling with in the later parts ofhis career and life. This 
later Morrison, already tasting the fruits (and follies) of his success, is attempting to 
choose, like DeLillo's Bucky Wunderlick and Bill Gray (in Mao ID, whether to submit to 
his own commodification or to continue using his own voice, regardless of fan response. 
These later works illustrate the struggle between the forces of society and individuality 
that Morrison lived with every day while making this decision. To use one ofMorrison's 
own metaphors, he found himself walking the line between spectator and actor, deciding 
which he wanted to be. Of course, he died in 1971, before he was able to make any 
decision one way or another, but his written efforts to sort out these issues offer real, 
lived insight into the dynamics between rock stars and fans, and more generally, between 
crowds and their leaders. Morrison's writings also offer a useful lens to examine the 
theories DeLillo sets forth in Great Jones Street about crowds and power and the 
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commodification ofperfonners. Most of all, the writings of Jim Morrison illustrate a 
man who was very aware of the power struggle between crowds and their leaders and 
contain some of the most sustained autobiographical commentary on this power struggle 
to be found in literature written by a popular culture icon. They also offer a window into 
each stage of Morrison's increasing fame and his growing frustration at his 
commodification and inability to inspire action in others or himself. 
The Probing Spectator 
The first section of The Lords and the New Creatures, titled "The Lords: Notes 
on Vision", contains Morrison'smost sustained commentary on the dialectic between 
individuality and expectation, and it is from this section that I will draw most ofmy 
readings on Morrison's spectator persona. As previously stated, Morrison wrote this 
book while he attended UCLA's film school (1964-66). One of Morrison's concise 
observations ofpopular culture4 reads, "The cleavage ofmen into actor and spectators is 
the central fact of our time. We are obsessed with heroes who live for us and whom we 
punish" (Lords 29). Note Morrison's use of "we" in this passage. He clearly identifies 
himself wholeheartedly as a spectator, not an actor. He recognizes that even though he 
sees the way society works, he is still one of the spectators. Morrison's eventual 
transfonnation from spectator to actor is the final blow to his authority; eventually, 
instead ofcritiquing the society and the status quo (as DeLillo also believes should be the 
artist's role), he is irrevocably connected to it, and thus, is unable to affect any real 
4 The majority of this section of The Lords and the New Creatures is written in the fonn 
ofparagraphs or one line to a page; only a few of the passages are in recognizable poetic 
fonn. In both cases, I have quoted them as per their original fonn. Unfortunately, none 
of the passages have dates, so it is impossible to detennine exactly when or where 
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change. Becoming an actor means becoming an authority to his fans and equates him 
with the other authorities in the fans' lives, thus making it impossible for him to deliver 
his message. 
Of course, Morrison also refers in this passage to the obsession with celebrity that 
is a common element of life in contemporary times. As Dylan Jones points out, "this 
[passage] wasn't merely a bleak observation; it was Morrison's job description and career 
goal" (58). Whether intentionally or unintentionally, Morrison eventually became one of 
the "heroes" that he speaks of. However, this passage demonstrates that even before he 
was famous, Morrison understood the public's tendency to raise up gods, only to take 
pleasure in tearing them down again. This knowledge also helps him become an 
authority, but, in the end, his authority could be as easily torn down as anyone else the 
public seeks to follow. For this reason, he seeks to avoid all the titles placed upon him by 
his fans and the media. As Doors keyboardist Ray Manzarek put it, in an interview with 
Andrew Doe and John Tobler, Morrison eventually became "tired ofbeing The Lizard 
King. Jim Morrison was a poet, an artist-- he didn't want to be the King of Orgasmic 
Rock, The King ofAcid Rock, The Lizard King. He felt all of those titles were 
demeaning to what The Doors were trying to do" (Doe and Tobler 65). Unfortunately for 
Morrison, those titles are the ones that have stuck with him and his image since he 
separated from the rest ofthe spectators and became one ofthe actors. His death helped 
him to continue leading his cult of followers, but also denied him the opportunity to 
display facets ofhis character or leadership that may have disproved the labels the media 
so readily placed on him. 
Within the space of a couple of years, Morrison and The Doors rocketed to the 
Morrison wrote any of his poetry, in this volume or any other volume ofhis writings. 
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heights of rock and roll fame. In response, Morrison himself turned increasingly inward, 
a retreat that reached its nadir when he died in a Paris hotel bathtub. Morrison's 
withdrawal and subsequent death can here be equated with Budey Wunderlick's 
withdrawal and the eventual death of language that he suffers in Great Jones Street. 
DeLillo makes it clear that Bucky regains his power over his fans by willfully 
disappearing, and Morrison's life can be used as a test case that proves DeLillo's theories 
about crowds and their leaders correct in this case. Just as in Great Jones Street, where 
Bucky sits in the apartment preparing for a return to public life at the end of the novel, 
Morrison in Paris was planning to record a new album and possibly release another book 
ofhis poetry when he returned to Los Angeles. The new album or book may have proven 
to be wildly divergent from the earlier Morrison the fans and the media had come to 
expect; in much the same way, we are led to imagine that Bucky's return to public life 
will change the public's view ofhim. For this reason, DeLillo ends the novel before 
Bucky returns to public life and possibly changes the public opinion-- he wishes the 
reader to understand the ways that fame takes on a life of its own, with or without the 
daily living presence ofthe famous. Morrison did not survive long enough to change the 
public perception ofhim; the proliferation ofhis image and persona that began with The 
Doors' first album in 1967 and continues today validates DeLillo's theory about fame 
and the proliferation of images. 
In the same passage, Morrison again demonstrates his identification with the 
spectators of society. He writes, "We are content with the' given' in sensation's quest. 
We have been metamorphosed from a mad body dancing on hillsides to a pair of eyes 
staring in the dark" (Lords 29). While this passage makes use of one ofMorrison's 
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favorite metaphors-- society as voyeur-- it also seeks to inspire the audience to 
movement, to avoid accepting the "given," and to experience things firsthand, instead of 
merely watching them unfold. These types of exhortations eventually became The 
Doors' central message to their fans, and indeed are inherent in the band's very name5; 
however, by the time these messages reached the fans, Morrison was too distant from his 
previous identification with the spectators to lead very far in any direction. Late in his 
life, particularly, Morrison took to baiting and insulting fans in The Doors' concerts, 
partly as a manipulative gesture and partly because he himself was miserable about the 
celebrity that he had attained and his own inability to lead or inspire action in anyone, 
especially himself. 
Very early in The Lords and the New Creatures, Morrison writes, "We all live in 
the city" (12). Tony Magistrale points out, "As [Morrison] argues in many ofhis other 
poems, the 'sleeping city' is a general metaphor for passive acceptance of the status quo" 
(136). It is safe to assume that before Morrison had begun using the phrase "sleeping 
5 Morrison was inspired to name The Doors from William Blake's "The Marriage of 
Heaven and Hell," Plate 14, which states, "If the doors ofperception were cleansed 
everything would appear to man as it is, infinite." The Columbia World of Quotations. 
1996. Bartleby.com. 10 June 2004. <http://www.bartleby.coml6611017510.html>. 
Aldous Huxley was also inspired by this same passage from Blake, and wrote an essay on 
his experience with mescaline titled "The Doors ofPerception." Blake, Huxley, and 
Morrison's poetry and lyric verse all seek to "deliver people from the limited ways in 
which they see and feel" (Wilderness 2), a message that The Doors sought to epitomize at 
every opportunity. 
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city" to represent this passivity, the term "city" can also be interpreted here as an 
indictment ofthe status quo. In many of his poems and lyrical verses, Morrison points an 
accusing finger at the sleepiness of those who willingly submit to the status quo. In these 
early poems, Morrison was still hopeful that his views and beliefs could help change the 
society that he believed was "[aJ ring of death with sex at its center" (Lords 12). This 
was, after all the 1960s, the decade that changed America, the decade of, as Timothy 
Leary said, "turn[ingJ on, tun[ingJ in, drop[pingJ out" (par. 1). The 1960s was also the 
decade ofhippies and civil rights, assassinations and sit-ins, and rock'n'roll. The youth 
of this generation really believed they could change the world, and they eventually 
championed Morrison as one of their mouthpieces. When he wrote The Lords and the 
New Creatures, however, Morrison was an unknown film student, hoping to make it as a 
filmmaker; he had plenty of time to reflect on what causes, if any, he would lend his 
potential authority to. 
In the same passage, he also reveals early on his own obsession with death and 
disease: "in the grimy ring immediately surrounding the daylight business district exists 
the only real crowd life of our mound, the only street life, night life. Diseased specimens 
in dollar hotels, low boarding houses, bars, pawn shops, burlesques and brothels, in dying 
arcades which never die, in streets and streets of an-night cinemas" (12). Note that 
Morrison describes the night life as the "only real crowd" (12, emphasis mine). 
Throughout his works, Morrison attempts to rouse his audience from the mind-numbing 
forces of the information age, in pointing out the seedy underbelly of society that many 
are not willing to recognize. In many of his poems, Morrison uses the metaphors of 
disease and dying to describe the afflicted society he was living in, in much the same way 
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T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land was an indictment of the societal death happening all 
around him. Morrison meditates, for instance, on images that others may find grotesque 
or macabre to illustrate the uneasiness society has when confronted with anything that 
reminds them of their own mortality. In Morrison's view, everything in life should be 
celebrated, even death and disease. Denying or avoiding death or disease means denying 
or avoiding half of the experiences of life, and Morrison wants to celebrate every 
experience. Morrison's image of the "sleeping city" continues as a metaphor throughout 
his poetry and his lyric verse, as he strives to "Wake up!" his audience (Night 40). 
In a later passage, Morrison writes, "Camera, as all-seeing god, satisfies our 
longing for omniscience. To spy on others from this height and angle: pedestrians pass 
in and out of our lens like rare aquatic insects" (Lords 17). Morrison identifies himself 
here as one ofthe spectators looking through the camera at others. Later in his life, his 
fans would become the spies, looking through the camera at him, dissecting each segment 
ofhis life ad infinitum, inspecting Morrison himself as ifhe were a "rare aquatic insect." 
In this way, Morrison's early writings were prophetic, figuring the microscope he would 
eventually be put under to satisfy the curiosity of his fans. In this passage, as well, 
Morrison uses the term "our," in an identification with the crowd that would later be 
separate from him, the crowd that would eventually gaze at him in the same way that he 
describes himself looking through the camera. 
Another seemingly prophetic passage from this early book reads, "Everything is 
vague and dizzy. The skin swells and there is no more distinction between parts of the 
body. An encroaching sound ofthreatening, mocking, monotonous voices. This is fear 
and attraction ofbeing swallowed" (Lords 21). This passage is reminiscent of the 
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opening lines of Elias Canetti' s influential study on crowds, Crowds and Power: "There 
is nothing that man fears more than the touch of the unknown. He wants to see what is 
reaching towards him, and to be able to recognize or at least classify it. Man always 
tends to avoid physical contact with anything strange" (15). Canetti goes on to point out 
that in a crowd, "man" loses his fear ofbeing touched, as all minds and bodies get closer 
together, closer to becoming one mind and one body (15). Morrison, in this passage, 
identifies with the crowd around him; he ac1mow1edges what Canetti describes as "the 
Fear of Being Touched" (15). As his career takes him further and further from his 
previous identification with the crowd, however, Morrison identifies more readily with 
the fear he wrote of, fear that his fans would eventually swallow him whole. By the time 
Morrison loses his spectator persona, his message has been lost, in lieu of the authority of 
his actor persona and public mystique. Like Bucky Wunderlick, when Morrison is finally 
in a position to lead, it is too late for him to lead the fans in the direction he wants them to 
go. 
Extending his cinematic metaphor, Morrison writes, "More or less, we're all 
afflicted with the psychology of the voyeur. ... Whenever we seek to break this spell of 
passivity, our actions are cruel and awkward and generally obscene, like an invalid who 
has forgotten how to walk" (Lords 39). Again, Morrison here seeks to inspire his readers 
to shake the "spell ofpassivity" and pay attention to what is happening around them. 
Only then will each person avoid being swallowed up by the status quo and realize 
hislher individuality. Morrison also plays with the idea of obscenity here, another eerily 
prophetic statement from the man who would later be charged with acts of obscenity in 
two different concerts. Many ofMorrison's actions were deemed "obscene" by the status 
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quo, and he considered these judgments to be a victory for him, since he strove to shake 
the sleepiness of the status quo to its core with his actions and his music. 
The American Night is the second volume of Morrison's work published 
posthumously; the majority of critics and scholars believe that the writings collected in 
this volume were written after Morrison helped form The Doors and after the debut of 
their first album in 1967. The final poem in which Morrison identifies himself primarily 
as a spectator, instead of an actor, can be found in this volume, where he writes: "We 
examine this ancient / & insane theatre" (85). The theatre Morrison speaks about is the 
society he observes around him. In this poem, he points out society's insanity, especially 
the insanity ofthe need to fit in with the status quo. He identifies with the spectators/fans 
in this poem written after he attained stardom, and hopes that, with this identification, the 
fans will be able to listen to what he is trying to tell them. He even steps away from the 
fans at one point in the poem to say, "I want obedience!" (85). By displaying both the 
actor and spectator persona in this way, Morrison demonstrates his own knowledge of the 
transition he has been making, and also attempts to inspire his fans to action in any way 
that he can. This poem, however, marks Morrison's final departure from his easy 
identification with the spectators; the rest of the poems that deal with his internal conflict 
between the fans' expectations and his own creative vision are told from the persona of 
the actor. By the time of the writing ofthis poem, Morrison has realized the impossibility 
ofhis remaining one of the spectators, and he takes on the actor's persona reluctantly 
when his fame and authority give him no other choice. 
The Self-Aware Actor 
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As The Doors begin enjoying their success in 1967, Morrison begins speaking 
directly to his audience through poetry and lyrics as he realizes that he has left the 
anonymity of spectatorship behind and joined those he previously designated the actors. 
In beginning this transformation, he addresses the following poem directly to the 
audience: 
What are you doing here? 
What do you want? 
Is it music? 
We can play music. 
But you want more. 
You want something & someone new. (Wilderness 11) 
Morrison is beginning to find fame, acting as the performer who realizes the power that 
he wields, and wishing to use it to inspire the audience to open their minds. Later in the 
same poem, he writes, 
You want ecstasy 
Desire & dreams. 
Things not exactly what they seem. 
I lead you this way, he pulls that way. 
I'm not singing to an imaginary girl. 
I'm talking to you, my self. 
Let's recreate the world. (11) 
As Morrison moves from spectator to actor in the eyes of the world, he simultaneously 
moves from actor to spectator in his own life by watching his fame take on a life of its 
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own and simply riding along. His lyrics and writings continually address such issues, 
and in them he addresses the audience from the position he is in, but also attempts to 
identify with them as he realizes the pressures that being an actor are beginning to place 
on him. He admits the pull that the status quo has on his fans, admitting that the world 
"pulls that way," as he "leads ... this way." Then, just two lines later, he appeals to the 
fans' identification with him by saying that he is talking to himself. In many ways, the 
fans move as one body and think of themselves as extensions of Morrison himself, and 
his acknowledgement ofthis fact illustrates exactly how hard he is trying to get them to 
listen to him. Then, a line later, he continues his identification with them by using "us" 
as he tries to inspire them to change the world. 
Morrison's identification with the spectators in this poem is markedly different 
from his use of "we" and "us" discussed in previous passages. In The Lords and the New 
Creatures, he uses these pronouns because he knows he is one of the spectators. The use 
of "we" and "us" in this poem illustrates his knowledge that he is now one of the actors 
and is using the pronouns to manipulate his spectators into a false sense of identification 
with him. lfthe spectators feel that he is one of them, they will listen to him more 
closely than if they feel he is different from them. 
Wilderness, the first volume of Morrison's work published posthumously, is also 
believed to have been written while The Doors were forming and working on their first 
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album in 1966-676. Morrison continues to embrace his new leadership role in his early 
poems as an actor, telling the audience, 
I am a guide to the labyrinth 
I will show you the girl ofthe ghetto 
I will show you the burning well 
I will show you strange people 
haunted, beast-like, on the 
verge of evolution (Wilderness 84) 
In this poem, Morrison enjoys being the spectators' spiritual guide on the journey he 
wants them to take. By juxtaposing the images of a ghetto and a fire with what he feels is 
a positive evolution for society, Morrison also reminds the audience of the imperfect side 
of life that is undergoing an evolution as well. It is clear that he feels society is on the 
verge of a big change, and he feels partially responsible for such a change. 
One poem, part of a performance piece entitled "Celebration of the Lizard," 
begun as early as 1965, before The Doors ever formed, and finished for publication in 
1968, as The Doors rose in popUlarity, illustrates the transition in personae he is making. 
Since Morrison's nickname was "the Lizard King," the title of the piece proves especially 
6 The editors of the two posthumous volumes ofMorrison's work (Columbus B. 
and Pearl Marie Courson, Frank and Katherine Lisciandro), report that by the time ofhis 
death in 1971, Morrison had written over sixteen hundred pages of "poems, anecdotes, 
epigrams, lyrics, essays, stories, outlines for plays, and play scripts" (Wilderness 211). 
Many of these writings were revised multiple times throughout the years, and the editors 
attempted to print the most complete versions of the passages in these volumes. 
Morrison himself writes in a self-interview in Wilderness that "I kept a lot ofnotebooks 
through high school and college, and then when I left school, for some dunlb reason-­
maybe it was wise-- I threw them all away" (2). By his own admission, then, the writings 
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fitting, since the piece does indeed celebrate Morrison's newfound leadership role and his 
hope that The Doors can change the world. He writes, 

forget the world, forget the people 

and we'll erect, a different steeple 

And I'm right there, I'm going too 
Release control, we're breaking Thru (Night 41) 
The role of leader/actor is one that Morrison clearly enjoys and takes pride in at the 
beginning of his transformation from spectator to actor. He saw himself and The Doors 
as the guides to enlightenment for a generation, and their message was devoutly 
anarchist. As Tony Magistrale points out, "Morrison was committed to the value of 
change in all of its manifestations; he viewed The Doors as a rock version of 
revolutionary theatre, a kind of incendiary device for igniting radical momentum" (143). 
The Doors' message and performances were incendiary, but Morrison, to his dismay, 
found the majority of attention focused on him and his image, instead of on the message 
they were trying to deliver. While Morrison had no interest in pandering to any portion 
of society, he found that no matter what he did, he was always associated with one group 
or another and given titles by the media that diverged from his own self-image. Very few 
in the media cared enough to discover the true messages or the ways in which The Doors 
hoped to change society. 
Doug Sundling points out that The Doors identified themselves with neither the 
establishment/status quo nor the Pop culturelhippies and their free love message: 
that have been printed were written between the years of 1965 and 71; the editors could 
only guess at the chronology by examining the progression in the drafts of each passage. 
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He perceived fitting in to the system as a subtle form of murder, as he 
explained to Lizze James: 'When others demand that we become the 
person they want us to be, they force us to destroy the person we are.' 
the American way of life was too mechanical, too self-enslaving for the 
soul. Nor did Morrison dress himself in the Pop culture's cloak of 
brotherly love. (29) 
For both Morrison and The Doors, the line they tried to walk, between the American way 
and Pop culture, eventually began to nanow. They wanted to play music and inspire 
others to broaden their horizons, but found themselves constantly pigeonholed by the 
media and those who did not listen to their message, identified with groups that they had 
no connection with. The establishment quickly labeled The Doors as another hippie band, 
refusing to see that The Doors were as different from hippies as they were from the status 
quo. The frustration Monison feels at the status quo's inability to see past his persona to 
the message The Doors were trying to convey becomes evident in his actions onstage and 
off and also in the poetry that he wrote throughout the whole process. 
The last part of the "Celebration ofthe Lizard" piece begins with one of 
Morrison's most famous speeches: "I am the Lizard King / I can do anything / I can 
make the earth stop in its tracks" (Night 45). As previously stated, Morrison wrote this 
performance piece throughout the creation and beginning stages of The Doors, and the 
bravado he displays as the nanator in tIns poem is the bravado he later displayed onstage 
once he achieved fame. Morrison here tries on the persona of the actor, practicing for the 
time when he would actually be an actor. Also, in the early part of his success with The 
Doors, he loved to be on stage, conducting the ceremony as the consummate actor in 
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front of his spectators. Morrison claimed that the spirit of a shaman was inside him and 
thought of each concert as an ancient ceremony; this performance piece, especially, 
includes the words "The ceremony is about to begin" (Night 39). Unfortunately, as The 
Doors attained further renown, Morrison became less of a shaman and more of a 
showman, depending more upon the crowd's reactions to him than on his own ideas of 
what direction he should lead or what message he wanted to convey. 
As his career continued, and as his writings indicate, Morrison began to realize 
the conflicts he dealt with daily as an artist; he especially recognized the pressures his 
fame was placing on him and tried to find a way to negotiate both the public pressure 
and his individuality without alienating his fans or losing his identity. He writes, 
To gain form, identity 
To rise from the herd-crowd 
Public favor 

public fervor 

even the bitter Poet-Madman is 
a clown 
Treading the boards (Wilderness 124). 
In acknowledging the ways that he himself has risen from "the herd-crowd," Morrison 
also admits that the "public fervor" surrounding him is quickly spiraling to frightening 
levels. Canetti might say that Morrison has, by the time of the writing of this poem, 
achieved true fame. Morrison calls his fans a herd, which illustrates that he can no longer 
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distinguish one fan's voice or face from another. To Canetti, this is the definition oftrue 
fame; he writes, "Fanle is not fastidious about the lips which spread it. ...The fact that to 
the seeker after fame [the voices] are indistinguishable from each other and are all 
counted as equal shows that this passion has its origin in the experience of crowd 
manipulation. Names collect their own crowds" (396). In his rise to fame, Morrison 
begins to see his fans as a crowd he has collected, a herd that enjoys hunting him or 
allowing itself to be manipulated. He also, however, realizes that his fame is keeping him 
from manipulating the crowd in the way that he wants; in this way, he has become a true 
celeblity in Canetti's definition, a person who must content himself with "hear[ing] them 
repeat his name" (397). Morrison calls himself a clown in this poem because he realizes 
that his message is being overshadowed by his image, as the audience expects 
entertainment from him, instead of guidance. As Jones points out, "Like many 
performers, he was unable to harness his own stardom, and because of this, began 
lampooning himself' (137). Morrison's frustration at his own inability to inspire or move 
anyone, including himself, continues to move him away from the spectator persona and 
into the actor persona more and more, as he realizes that he never had any real authority 
over the spectators. "The boards" are theatrical jargon for the stage; Morrison here again 
recognizes that he has become an actor. There is no "we" or "us" usage in this poem, 
because Morrison realizes that he can never return to the anonymity ofbeing a spectator. 
His audience expects him to be an actor, and due to this expectation, he can no longer 
reach them. 
Morrison's frustrated negotiation ofthe dialectic between the fans' power and the 
leader's is best summed up in some ofMorrison's own words. Morrison meditated on 
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the fans' power and his own extensively throughout the course of his career, and one of 
his final poems, apparently written just before his death, reflects his internal conflict 
about his evolution from spectator to actor. The poem, entitled "Road Days," contains 
the following insights: 
I have ploughed 

My seed thru the heart 

Of the nation. 

Injected a germ in the psychic blood vein. 
Now I embrace the poetry 

ofbusiness & become-- for 

a time-- a "Prince of Industry" (Wilderness 206) 

Part of Morrison's frustration in this poem (and in his life) comes from his realization of 
his own entrapment by market forces. Like Bucky Wunderlick in Great Jones Street, he 
realizes that he is more commodity than person, a name to sell albums and fan magazines 
or to be held up as an example ofthe corruption of the youth ofthis generation. By 
"embrac[ing] the poetry of business," Monison recognizes that he should attempt to take 
control of his own persona and image by becoming aware of the business side ofhis 
career, in much the same way that Bucky begins a corporation, Transparanoia. What 
Bucky and Morrison realize, however, is that even in attempting to take control of their 
personae they are also helping to proliferate them; the public renews its interest in Bucky 
when he withdraws and in Morrison when he dies, illustrating the futility ofthese two 
performers' efforts to fight against their own commodification. Later in the same poem, 
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Morrison further recognizes his frustration and describes himself as: 
A natural leader, a poet, 
a Shaman, withe 
soul of a clown. 
What am I doing 

in the Bull ring 

Arena 

The horror of business 
The Problem of Money 

guilt 

do I deserve it? 

After 4 yrs. I'm left wla 

mind like a fuzzy hammer 

regret for wasted nights 

& wasted years 

I pissed it all away 

Which ofmy cellves [sic] 
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will be remember'd (Wilderness 207-9) 
In many ways, this poem is the most revealing of Morrison's self-examinations. In it, be 
speaks of the ways The Doors have spread their message thTough the culture; he also 
speaks of his personal disappointment with himself and the frustration he feels about his 
image and its distance from his reality. Again, he refers to himself as a clown, 
recognizing that the perfonnance carrying his message remains more captivating than the 
message itself will ever be. He also refers to himself as a shaman, a poet, a "natural 
leader," a bull-fighter, and a "Prince of Industry"-- all ofwhich are actors in society, 
instead of spectators. They also represent for him a certain type of actor, a failed one; all 
of these personae depict a Morrison who, at the height of his fame, realizes that he is 
more a puppet-like perfonner than a revolutionary leader. He recognizes the time he has 
wasted and the frustration he feels at his failure to reach the spectators with his message 
instead ofhis image. The fragmentary nature of his personae is also recognized in this 
poem, by the portmanteau word "cellves". He metaphorically reduces himselfto the 
cellular level and realizes the fans and the media are consuming him, cell by cell. The 
editors of this particular volume of Morrison's work, published posthumously, chose to 
place this poem at the end of the volume, and it reads like a farewell poem from the actor 
who realizes he has failed in his quest to lead his fans toward a new consciousness. 
In his transition from spectator to actor in the public eye, Jim Morrison kept 
copious notes andjoumals ofhis thoughts thmughout the transition. His poems and 
notes reveal an introspective look inside the eye of the stonn of controversy that 
surrounded him on a daily basis. As the primary lyric writer for The Doors, as well as a 
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poet in his own right, Morrison strove to awaken his fans and those immersed in the 
status quo. His notes from his life as a spectator depict a man who lmew the direction he 
wanted to lead his future followers. The poetry he wrote as an actor also demonstrates 
his belief that a new consciousness could change the world. As he became disillusioned 
in his role of actor, the poetry provides an even more stark contrast between the fonner 
idealism and the latter frustration. When Morrison lost all connection with his fonner life 
of spectatorship and took on the persona ofactor full-time, he lost his connection with the 
spectators who were watching him; subsequently, his actor persona took on a life of its 
own and kept him from changing anyone or anything, especially himself. His retreat to 
Paris, intended to be a short break, unfortunately ended with his death, and he never 
decided whether to continue being an actor or attempt a return to being a spectator. The 
disillusionment seen in his later poems points toward the possibility ofthe latter, and 
many fans believe that he may have run away instead of dying, but his decision will 
never be known. The death of one still deciding between being a spectator and an actor 
will be studied further in the next chapter, where I explore Bill Gray in DeLillo's Mao II. 
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Chapter Three 

A Long Voyage Out of Gray: 

A Leader Reclaims His Identity in DeLillo's Mao II 

In the opening section ofMao II , Don DeLillo writes the following: "The future 
belongs to crowds" (16). This enigmatic pronouncement heralds the central topic of this 
novel, which is DeLillo's most extensive meditation on crowds and the effects they can 
have on their leaders. The leader at the center ofthe novel, reclusive novelist Bill Gray, 
remains an enigma even to those closest to him in his exile. He has no fixed identity of 
his own while in exile, only the identity that others project onto him. At times, it seems 
as ifBill has been created by those who follow him, the type of leader that his followers 
need to be led by, a process that has led to the virtual erasure ofwhoever the actual Bill 
Gray is or was. 
DeLillo writes the novel in the third-person; this narrative style differs from the 
first-person style utilized in Great Jones Street, where the frustration evident in Bucky 
Wunderlick's fans when he withdraws from society is only seen from Bucky's point of 
view. Bucky recognizes their control over him and attempts to regain control, while in 
Bill Gray's case, his realization of the crowd's control over him becomes obvious to the 
reader through the more objective third-person narration. The difference in narrative 
style between Great Jones Street and Mao II signifies the shift in DeLillo's interest in 
crowds, a shift from the perspective of the hunted to the perspective of the hunters. The 
mindless herds in novels such as Great Jones Street have now metamorphosed, at least in 
DeLillo's opinion, into a group who, unbeknownst to them, control their leader, forcing 
that leader to attempt a return to society in order to reclaim his identity. Bill's self­
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imposed exile has become a prison to him, and he hopes that he can reverse the dialectic 
and regain power and influence over society by returning to it. However, as he vaguely 
realizes throughout the process of doing so, the chances of any novelist having the 
widespread respect and influence that he himself once did have declined greatly during 
his decades-long seclusion. 
As in Great Jones Street, then, the dialectic between crowds and leaders is a 
central concern in this novel, and the power dynamic between Bill and his rather 
slavishly dedicated assistant, Scott, represents a microcosm of the much larger, societal 
issues of crowds and their power, issues that DeLillo addresses in many of his novels. 
Through the interactions and characterizations ofthese two characters, DeLillo illustrates 
the way that crowds seek out leaders that reflect them in some way, and the social 
ramifications ofthis phenomenon. DeLillo asserts in this novel that people are basically 
selfish and vain, and want to have their ideas, opinions, and very existence validated by 
others; for this reason, they are drawn to leaders who they feel reflect the same ideas, 
opinions, and existence. In some ways, people seek out others like them to feel less 
isolated from the rest of society; how ironic it is, then, that Bill decides to isolate himself 
from the society that has helped him to feel less alone, leading to followers continuing to 
seek him out, a leading to a widening notoriety, and an increasing loss of solitude. If 
Bill Gray seems at certain points in the novel to be a creation ofhis followers, this is part 
ofDeLillo's central point: rather than crowds reflecting the values and thoughts of their 
leaders, leaders are chosen because they reflect the values and thoughts of their followers. 
Bill Gray alienates himself from society by choosing to withdraw into isolation at 
an undisclosed location, where Scott eventually finds him, eventually bringing Karen as 
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well. People from Bill's past-- the people he shares an actual connection to through 
friendships and marriages-- remain alienated from him in his withdrawal, but in allowing 
Scott and Karen to enter his isolation, he gradually forges a fragile com1ection with the 
two of them in an effort to distance himself from his former life. Due in part to his long 
isolation, Bill has become an even bigger celebrity, a leader to the various apostles ofhis 
works in the grand tradition of such other reputedly reclusive authors as Salinger, 
Pynchon, and even (however inaccurately) DeLillo himself. Bill is aware ofhis image, 
but unsure about how to change it, so he disappears after his first two books, in an effort 
to sort out his own mystique and find his own identity before returning with, in the words 
ofBucky Wunderlick, "a new language for them to speak" (GJS 3). He hooks up while 
writing this new book with Scott and Karen, who put as much pressure on him as his fans 
and his editor do; instead of making it easier for him to write or to not write as he 
chooses, they push him to chum out the next Bill Gray book. Bill's ambivalence 
regarding these multiple sites ofpressure to return to the public stage ultimately makes it 
impossible for him to return to public life. Bill's choice to withdraw from the rattle and 
hum of society has led to the isolation that has taken over his life, making him more of a 
prisoner at the whim ofhis prison guards, most notably Scott, than a leader who has 
willfully abdicated his throne. 
Scott originally sought Bill out because Bill's work moved him. When he finally 
7 Contrary to a reputation DeLillo does have for shadowy reclusiveness, he has granted 
many interviews and regularly appears at readings and other events. Pynchon as well is 
not as reclusive as he is reputed to be. Salinger, however, is indeed quite the recluse, and 
also hasn't published in decades, and thus seems the most realistic model for Bill Gray. 
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found the town Bill lived in, he recognized Bill immediately because, as he explains to 
Brita, "Doesn't his work, his life show on his face? Are there other people in that one 
small rural area who might possibly look as though they'd written those books?" (Mao 
60). In another iteration ofDeLillo's recurrent, Baudrillardian fascination with our 
contemporary favoring of simulated versions over reality itself, Scott had expected Bill to 
look a certain way, and was pleasantly surprised when Bill's actual appearance matched 
his expectations. In his haste to gain employment with Bill or, at the very least, entry into 
his life, Scott offers to be Bill's assistant, and realizes that "[ a] great man's face shows 
the beauty ofhis work" (61). Bill agrees to hire Scott, who immediately immerses 
himself in the tedium ofBill's daily life, trying in every way he can to ease Bill's 
existence. However, the first meeting on the street, where Bill looks like Scott's 
expectations, leads Scott to believe that he already knows Bill and what will be right for 
him. In reality, what he actually knows is the Bill Gray brand, and his efforts in Bill's 
house amount to attempts to keep the brand of Bill Gray alive, more than getting to know 
the actual individual behind the books. At this point in their relationship, all of Bill's 
former power over Scott begins to dissipate, as Scott becomes yet another ofthe many 
people hungry for the Bill Gray they think they know, instead ofthe Bill Gray he actually 
is. Scott's power in tum begins to grow, as he becomes the trustworthy caretaker of 
Bill's name and trademark and the man in charge of the household. 
When Scott later brings fom1er "Moonie" Karen Janney to the house, Bill 
"seem[s] to take to Karen" (84), so she stays. Throughout the book, Karen seems to be 
looking for a leader, be it Reverend Moon, Bill Gray, or any other powerful character she 
comes in contact with, and Bill fills this leadership role for a time. In reality, Scott is the 
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leader in the house, but neither Bill nor Karen acknowledges his position in an overt way. 
Karen's need for a leader also evinces itselflater, when she returns to New York and 
begins to repeat the Moonie mantras to the homeless people she tries to help. Without a 
leader or her proselytizing group, however, she flounders, and eventually returns to Scott, 
having missed the power he held over her for so long in Bill's house. More than any 
other character, Karen embodies the faceless crowd seeking a leader that Bill sought to 
escape from in his withdrawal; her quest for a leader to follow mimics others who search 
for Bill's house in an attempt at connecting with him. 
Eventually, Bill decides to grant the request of a renowned photographer, Brita 
Nilsson, to take Bill's portrait, because she photographs only writers and allows them to 
keep their secrets. However, her arrival in the house is what ultimately inspires Bill to 
leave his seclusion and join the crowd. To use Jim Morrison's metaphor, DeLillo uses 
both Great Jones Street and Mao II to chronicle the life of an "actor" trying to rejoin the 
"spectators" (as opposed to the figure chronicled in Morrison's poetry, a man who steps 
out from the spectators to become an actor). Bill's life was originally one of a spectator, 
but he became an actor in Morrison's sense with the pUblication ofhis books and, again 
ironically, with his subsequent withdrawal from society. In his seclusion, he has again 
become a spectator, but now to his own life, watching his mythology grow while he feels 
powerless to stop it. Only when he returns to join the spectators is he able to become an 
agent of change in his own life again, regaining the possibility of becoming an actor in 
the minds of his fans. 
At the time of his withdrawal from public life, Bill's first two books were 
respected and known, but the withdrawal gradually added to his mystique, building up a 
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legend of Bill Gray that has come to overshadow the actual Bill to such an extent that he 
eventually realizes he must retum ifhe is ever going to reclaim his identity. Again, Bill's 
withdrawal from public life differs from Bucky Wunderlick's because Bucky withdraws 
in an effort to regain control from his fans, and only through his experience with the drug 
is he able to return on his own terms, hoping to wrest control from those around him. On 
the other hand, Bill realizes that he must return to public life ifhe wishes to exert any 
kind of control over the image that is being proliferated by his fans, if only to prove the 
fans wrong. As Mark Osteen points out, "Like the real-life Thomas Pynchon [or as I 
would argue, J.D. Salinger] or the fictional Bucky Wunderlick, his very resistance to 
celebrity has made him one. Gray now realizes that his isolation has allowed others to 
manufacture an aura for him larger than he will ever be" (649). Scott, of course, realizes 
that proving the fans wrong will result in the fans' becoming increasingly dissatisfied 
with Bill and moving on to the next leader, so he exerts all the influence he has over Bill 
in an attempt to prevent him from publishing the new book in its current form or making 
an appearance in public. 
Scott does whatever he can to keep Bill from finishing and publishing the next 
novel because he's become the maintainer of the legend ofBill, rather than the sincerely 
concerned helper and caretaker of the actual Bill. He has power over that actual Bill 
because he suppresses him in the process ofmaintaining the legend of "Bill Gray." Scott 
objects to Brita's photo session, because he knows that the release ofphotos ofthe actual 
Bill will deflate the legendary Bill; Scott's succumbing to the allure ofthe legendary Bill 
leads to him wielding, or attempting to wield, power over the actual Bill in an attempt to 
preserve the legendary Bill's reputation. His attempt to wield his power in this instance 
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is resisted by the actual Bill, who has decided to go through with the photo session 
despite Scott's objections, or maybe just misgivings. Bill's decision to ignore Scott's 
objections is the first instance of Bill listening to his own desires instead ofwhat Scott 
thinks will be best for him. DeLillo uses this instance to illustrate the power struggle 
between the two, and to foreshadow Bill's later disappearance into the crowd as Bill's 
attempt to regain power over his own actual life and mystique. 
DeLillo heightens the power struggle between Scott and Bill by choosing not to 
describe Jhe latter objectively until he escapes from Scott in New York. Most of the 
character description ofBill comes from Scott in Part One of the novel, leading the reader 
to believe that Scott is, in fact, an authority in Bill's life. The reader sees glimpses of 
Bill's inner life on the secluded farm, but DeLillo keeps these glimpses brief to illustrate 
that Bill is a shadow of his former self, a man who appears to be a puppet in the hands of 
Scott and Karen instead of their leader. As Bill travels on his own throughout the novel, 
the reader begins to see more and more of his identity surfacing, because his escape has 
revitalized him and allowed him to reclaim his identity. Despite Bill's reclaimed identity, 
however, his death at the end ofthe novel is symbolic of his own belief, and no doubt 
DeLillo's, in the author's loss of influence, as well as being suggestive of the creative 
death Bill has been undergoing in the house with Scott and Karen. By the time Bill 
begins to claim an identity by leaving the house, his creativity has been stifled by Scott 
for too long. Even though his identity gains strength as he travels further from Scott, his 
potentially revitalized creativity would no doubt result in writing that could not have the 
mass influence that his earlier ones did, so insignificant have literary pronouncements 
become. 
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A Dull Shade of Gray 
Descriptions of Bill Gray appear in the novel before Bill himself even inhabits the 
book. Scott enters the novel and begins "check[ing] the shelves for Bill," (Mao 20), a 
phrase that, as Peter Baker points out, concurrently implies that he is "checking for Bill's 
works, checking the shelves on Bill's behalf, or checking for some kind ofcommodified 
version ofBill's corpse" (par. 12). In addition, this phrase signals early on Scott's 
heightened interest in versions ofBill, as figured in copies ofhis book, over the actual, 
living Bill himself. This short phrase forces the reader to begin evaluating Bill before 
Bill himself ever appears. Scott discusses Bill with Brita as they drive toward Bill's 
house in terms of "we" and "us," acknowledging Bill's existence as a separate person 
only occasionally, to intimate his authority in Bill's life. Also, Scott's use of "we" and 
"us" intimates his complete loss ofhis own identity into the legend ofBill; the idea of 
Bill that Scott discusses here differs from the real Bill, as the reader will later see. 
DeLillo's use ofpronouns here elevates Scott in the reader's eyes to being an 
authoritative narrative voice in the absence ofthe man Scott is discussing. 
As Scott and Brita discuss Bill's portrait, Scott asks her, "what happens to Bill's 
pictures?", to which she answers, "This is completely up to you" (26), another phrase 
with multiple meanings. By "you," Brita simultaneously refers to Scott individually and 
to Scott and Bill, collectively. In the former referent, Brita's implication is that Scott 
makes the decisions where Bill is concerned, and at this early point in the novel, in the 
absence ofBill himself, it appears to the reader that this is indeed the case. With the 
latter referent, she recognizes the collective nature of Bill's existence in exile. Scott later 
l . 
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acknowledges both meanings implied by "you" when he says, "These are the answers we 
were hoping to get" (26), a reply that at once hints at his authority in Bill's life and also 
recognizes his own belief that he exists merely as a channel for Bill's communications. 
At the end of the first chapter, as Brita and Scott leave the city for Bill's 
undisclosed location, Brita remarks that "I feel as if I'm being taken to see some terrorist 
chief at his secret retreat in the mountains", to which Scott replies, "Tell Bill. He'll love 
that" (27). Bill's connection to terrorism in Brita's mind in this moment foreshadows 
Bill's interest in the way that he, and writers in general, are in a sense being replaced by 
terrorists, who "make raids on human consciousness" (41), as writers used to do. Scott's 
assertion ofwhat Bill will "love" sets the stage for the actual introduction of Bill as a 
character at the beginning of the next chapter. With Scott's previous assertions of Bill's 
feelings and opinions, the reader has already begun to form an opinion of Bill, in much 
the same way that the public has formed opinions of Bill during his exile. As Osteen 
points out, "it is only fitting that Bill doesn't step on stage until after we have met Scott, 
who himself seems to have 'popped out of a package' (197)" (649). Scott, while 
believing that he is allied with Bill, actually allies himself with the public that lies in wait 
for Bill at his return from exile. Regardless ofhis beliefthat he exists to assist Bill in any 
capacity Bill needs, Scott really assists the public, who long for the mythology of Bill 
more than they long for the actual person. In spite of Scott's physical proximity to Bill in 
the secluded house, Scott serves the public by continuing to project his own ideas onto 
Bill's identity, and thereby assisting and maintaining the persona of Bill Gray more 
readily than the actual Bill. Scott's role here is similar to the roles of Globke, Hanes and 
Azarian in Great Jones Street, who couch their concerns about Bucky's abrupt 
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withdrawal from the machine of capitalism in the voices of friends, but who are actually 
concerned about Bucky himself in order to inspire him to return to performing. 
As DeLillo first begins describing Bill himself as he stands "watching until the 
headlights showed" (Mao 28), one gets the feeling that Bill's task right now is simply to 
stand in the window, waiting for Scott and Brita. He seems to have no forward 
momentum of his own, only the momentum that Scott expects from him and prods him 
into. In this first introduction to the main character of the novel, DeLillo chooses to focus 
on Bill's waiting and the car's approach, instead of Bill's thoughts about the guest who 
will be arriving to reintroduce him to the world. From DeLillo's description of the room 
and the way that he chooses to introduce Bill, it becomes obvious that Bill's chosen exile 
has long since become a prison for him, one that he should escape in order to reclaim his 
identity. Bill stands at the window and only moves from it when he sees Scott and Brita 
walk into the house, as though that were the signal for this shadowy character to move 
from his post. Instead of going downstairs to greet his guest, however, Bill "closed the 
door and stood in the dark room" (29), which seems to be his assignment for the moment, 
because Scott later describes him as "upstairs hiding" (30). These few short paragraphs 
of description of Bill are all that DeLillo allows before returning the narrative to Scott 
and Brita and their discussion of Bill. 
Through the transition back to Scott and Brita, Bill remains a shadow or someone 
else's idea ofhim instead of acting as his own person, even during DeLillo's brief 
description of him. Only when Bill breaks free of his imprisonment in New York does 
DeLillo begin describing Bill on his own, rather than through someone else's descriptions 
of or references to him; this is because Bill, while in exile, has been objectified by people 
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around him who discuss him and care nothing for the actual man behind the myth until 
the man does something unexpected. As with his portrait in Great .Tones Street of a 
stalled rock star, DeLillo consciously chooses to describe Bill initially as an object to 
illustrate the way that people (especially cult heroes) become objects and images for the 
feeding frenzy of the media and the machine of capitalism. As Bill later begins to find 
his own momentum, gaining autonomy as he loses automaticity, DeLillo allows the 
reader to see into his thought processes a little more, thereby making Bill less of an object 
and more of a subj ect. 
DeLillo emphasizes Bill's mystique as Brita and Bill settle in to the portrait 
session. Brita "felt the uneasy force, the strangeness of seeing a man who had lived in 
her mind for years as words alone-- the force of a body in a room. She almost could not 
look at him" (35). She has already told Scott that she is a fan ofBill's books, and the 
presence of Bill himself makes her uneasy, since he cannot match up to the "man who 
had lived in her mind." However, as the shoot continues, Brita "sensed he was 
disappearing from the room" (35). The "he" in this case becomes Bill's aura, the Bill that 
Brita had expected, the Bill that the fans and public expect from reading his books. Bill's 
aura eventually disappears from the room completely, as Brita settles in to speaking to 
him, to the man who "was slowly beginning to make sense to her, to look reasonably like 
his work" (39), instead of the man she had previously imagined him to be. However, 
because Brita is a fan ofBill's work, she still cannot see the real Bill because he is 
beginning to "look reasonably like his work" (39). Having had a preconceived notion of 
Bill from his books, as Scott did, Brita expected him to look a certain way. When he 
doesn't quite meet her expectations, she adjusts her view of him to fit the man she is 
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cunently seeing. In this way, Brita may have a better idea ofwho the real Bill is than 
Scott does, but she remains too mesmerized by the legendary Bill she was expecting to 
see to see the real Bill completely. The more he looks like his work to her, the smaller 
the chances that she can see the real Bill. 
Similarly, as Brita points out, due to the photograph's expected circulation, "from 
the moment your picture appears you'll be expected to look just like it. And if you meet 
people somewhere, they will absolutely question your right to look different from your 
picture" (43). In the absence of Bill's actual presence, which cannot travel as quickly as 
photographic images can, everyone who sees the picture will wrongly think they are 
seeing Bill himself, instead of a picture ofhim caught in a particular moment of time. As 
Laura Banett points out, "Brita's photographs of Bill, moreover, do not reflect the man; 
they replace him" (797). Not having the same opportunity that Brita did, to meet Bill in 
person and attempt to separate the man from the myth, each viewer will assume that now 
he/she knows what Bill looks like, and that the image has captured Bill's true identity. 
Although Bill has clearly decided to go through with this photo session as a step toward 
escaping the legend of himself that has overshadowed his actual self, DeLillo points here 
again to an inevitable pitfall for a famed artist's individual identity. As before, Bill, the 
actual, living, evolving person and artist, will become subsumed by the serial images of 
him that Brita is creating, in the same way that his identity has been subsumed by the 
images of him that his books conjure. In his effort to find a way to begin a return to the 
world, Bill unfortunately discovers that attempting to reach out to the world without 
physically leaving the house will only further add to his legend, instead of dispelling any 
myth or rumor about him. The photos, wherever they are printed, will renew public 
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interest in Bill's mythology and persona, probably leading to a boost in his sales, but 
failing to revive interest in Bill himself, his new work, or his evolution as an artist, except 
where such interest in Bill leads to him returning to being a contributor to the market 
economy. He thus realizes more fully, then, that the legend that his fans have built up 
around him and his former work has grown to the point that it supplants, perhaps beyond 
recovery, any current efforts he might be able to muster as a writer. 
Bill describes the photo session as "morbid business", because "[a] portrait 
doesn't begin to mean anything until the subject is dead" (Mao 42). When discussing 
himself as a "subject," Bill illustrates his awareness ofhis own commodification and the 
fact that he is now "someone's material" (43), as opposed to being a human being, with 
flaws and weaknesses the public can see. Bill's notion ofbeing merely "someone's 
material" (43) also illustrates his knowledge ofthe autonomy he has lost as a writer, 
having to live up to someone's expectations. As Bill continues talking to Brita during the 
session, he says, "I've paid a terrible price for this wretched hiding. And I'm sick of it 
finally" (45). The photo session becomes cathartic for Bill in many ways, allowing him 
to say the things that he can never verbalize to Scott or Karen, because "[talking to Scott] 
becomes less necessary all the time ... He's at mybrainstem like a surgeon with a bright 
knife" (38). The narrator describes Bill as "[giving] the impression he was learning these 
things for the first time, hearing them at last" (45). Scott and Bill's decision to allow 
Brita to photograph Bill becomes the catalyst for him to start plotting his escape from 
exile. Brita's photography allows Bill to interact with someone outside the house who, as 
someone interested in taking something from him (i. e., his picture), is not connected to 
him other than through her camera, so she has a different perspective about him than 
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Scott, Karen, or even his longtime editor and apparent friend, Charlie Everson. Brita 
helps Bill fonnulate a different vision of life outside the cabin and his own fame, and he 
begins to see as well the price of his own withdrawal. DeLillo writes, "He couldn't 
understand how any of it had happened, how a young man, inexperienced, wary of the 
machinery of gloss and distortion, protective ofhis work and very shy and slightly self­
romanticizing, could find himself all these years later trapped in his own massive 
stillness" (45). This stillness is precisely the element that is preventing Bill from 
finishing his novel to his (or Scott's) satisfaction, and is ultimately threatening his artistic 
identity. 
Scott, of course, attempts to keep Bill working on the new novel, yet insists that 
it's never complete or ready for publication. Osteen points out that "we can't be sure 
whether Scott belittles the book because it really is weak, or because in writing it Gray 
has dared to alter the fetishized image that Scott worships" (649). I would argue, though, 
that DeLillo means for us to infer the latter interpretation most strongly, as he portrays a 
Scott who has lost his own identity in service to the "fetishized image" ofBill Gray, 
Great American Author. While pointing out the novel's weaknesses, Scott again 
illustrates his own alliance with the public who are clamoring for Bill's latest book while 
remaining interested in making sure the new novel meets the standard set by previous Bill 
Gray novels. As in Great Jones Street, where Bucky's latest album may have alienated 
the fans through his own search for something new to say, Bill is aware that his new 
novel is different from the others. At the same time, he willingly listens to Scott's point 
ofview and tries to make it, in some way, resemble the old Bill Gray books that the fans 
will be expecting. In describing the new book, Scott says, "It's a master collapse. It's a 
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failure so deep it places suspicion on the great early work" (73). Scott demonstrates his 
own fear, and the fear of the public, that this novel may not be the kind of Bill Gray book 
that people are expecting, which is why Bill can never publish it. Bill listens to and 
believes Scott's judgments because, in his seclusion, he has no chance to hear anyone 
else's, and says, "Any judgment based strictly on merit is going to sound like his. And 
how it hurts when you know the verdict is true. And how you try to evade it, twist it, 
disfigure it" (49). Once Brita arrives, however, she tells Bill that "The book is finished .. 
. it's done, so you stop" (49); hearing someone else's opinion for the first time, Bill 
begins to hope that he may find a way to publish the book or end his exile. Ultimately, 
Bill realizes that he must escape Scott and his reiteration of the public desire that he 
produce more of the same if he ever wants to be free to change artistically. 
DeLillo illustrates the effects of the cathartic experience Bill has with Brita by 
beginning to show the reader more and more ofBill's inner life. Bill realizes that his 
book has become "his hated adversary" (55), and as DeLillo describes Bill's thoughts of 
Brita, the reader begins to recognize that Bill is a fully functioning person, instead of 
simply the subject of others' thoughts and conversations. However, DeLillo is careful 
not to allow Bill's identity to creep in too quickly. Scott seems unaware of the change 
Bill is beginning, and continues to speak of Bill in terms of "we," as he and Bill argue 
over the work that Bill should be doing: "I'm only saying what we both know I'm 
supposed to say" (63). Scott's use of ''we,'' both about Bill and to him, illustrates Scott's 
familiarity with the authority he has over Bill. Bill and Scott seem to have the same 
argument frequently about the new book, because Bill doesn't even need to finish the 
insults he wants to hurl at Scott; Scott already knows them: "You know what you are?" 
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"Yeah yeah yeah yeah" (63). Later, at dinner, Scott speaks for Bill directly: "He knows 
I'm right. He just hates it when we agree. His words in my mouth. It drives him crazy. 
But I'm only trying to secure his rightful place ... I'm only saying what he deep down 
wants me to say" (73-4). Scott's statements eventually infuriate Bill so much that he 
throws a butter dish at Scott. This fight seems to have a choreography, as well-- Karen 
knows exactly what to do, and Brita says, "I want someone to tell me this is a rare 
occurrence" (74), to which no one responds. Scott later points out that Bill will be 
watching him and Brita from the window ofthe house as they leave, further proof that 
DeLillo wants Bill to seem predictable and trapped in the oft-repeated cycle of the drama 
of his life in exile. 
When Scott and Brita leave the house to return to the city, the conversation in the 
car returns again and again to Scott's reflections about Bill, as though Scott is unable to 
interact with others without Bill's imagined presence. He tells Brita the story of how he 
found Karen, interspersed with asides such as "It was like something out of Bill Gray" 
and "A Bill Gray touch" (77, 83). Bill himself is left out of the conversation; Scott uses 
Bill's writings and opinions to further his points to Brita without actually describing Bill. 
This habit suggests that Scott only knows, or thinks he knows, Bill through his works; all 
the years they have spent together have left Scott feeling that he alone knows Bill, when 
in reality, he only knows Bill's writings. Any of Bill's fans who has read both books as 
closely as Scott has would have the same impressions ofBill himselfthat Scott does; 
what makes Scott a danger to Bill's own necessarily evolving identity is that Scott fails to 
see this. Scott's unwitting alliance with the fans who wish to devour Bill whole becomes 
more clear during the car ride back to the city after the photo session, as DeLillo chooses 
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to keep the narrative focus here instead of on Bill. Again, it seems as if Bill has been left 
standing at the window, waiting for a command from somewhere, instead of moving or 
thinking ofhis own volition. 
Just as Scott finds it difficult to discuss anything without referring to Bill, the 
subsuming of Bill's identity by Scott is further illustrated when Bill finds it difficult to 
discuss anything in his house with either Scott or Karen without referring to Scott. Even 
when Bill and Karen have sex, the two of them discuss Scott's apparent knowledge of or 
ignorance oftheir affair. Karen says, "Didn't he bring me here for you?", and Bill begins 
to "imagine that he was betraying Scott all along by the other man's design" (86). This 
exchange between Bill and Karen helps illustrate Scott's and Bill's belief that each is 
being led by the other person. Scott wholeheartedly believes that he exists simply to 
make Bill's life and writing easier and that he follows Bill's lead. However, as Osteen 
points out, by letting Scott control almost every element of his secluded life, Bill has 
become a sacrificial lamb to "Scott's brand ofvoracious consumerism" (650). Bill, on 
the other hand, realizes that Scott is doing the leading, a realization very similar to the 
one Bucky Wunderlick has on tour in Great Jones Street and which leads, ultimately, to 
his withdrawal and isolation. Bill realizes that even in his seclusion, the crowd (by way 
of Scott) is leading him and that he must leave the seclusion and seek out other people to 
interact with before his unique identity is completely consumed by the appetites of Scott 
and his fans. While Bill remains in his house, DeLillo keeps his internal life shadowy 
and enigmatic, allowing Bill to be moved and placed wherever he could help propel the 
story forward. The sex scene between Karen and Bill further illustrates Bill's doll-like 
properties; he seems to have no thoughts or opinions about the sex one way or the other 
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and simply does what he is told. Bill remains a prop or stage dressing in his own house, 
and DeLillo allows him to recognize this when he describes Karen's application of a 
condom to Bill's penis as "a solemn child dressing a doll" (86). 
As Bill realizes his entrapment through his interaction with Brita, he begins to 
slowly rebel against Scott's stranglehold, and DeLillo begins, from this point on, to 
describe his growth into a complete person, away from the expectations of everyone else 
and his own legend. Thus, byway of Bill's realization of Scott's power, DeLillo points 
out how suffocating fame tends to be for artists who want to follow their ever-changing 
moods and muses, rather than conforming or bowing to, and thus repeating, whatever 
version of themselves and their work they've produced that struck a chord with a mass 
audience. 
Fleshing Out the Gray 
As previously mentioned, Bill begins to become more of a central character in his 
own story once he escapes for a visit to his editor in New York, Charlie Everson. His 
voice visits New York first, in the form of an answering machine message for Brita. The 
message illustrates the connection Bill feels with Brita, but Bill so desperately needs any 
human connection from an outsider that he clearly would have felt a connection with 
nearly any person who happened to visit his home. During the message, Bill discusses 
his book, his desire for he and Brita to be friends, the weather, and the loneliness that 
comes with his isolation. Long and meandering as it is, the message shows that Bill is 
finally ready to break out ofhis own thoughts and make contact with the world again, as 
he sits with "[his] back to the typewriter" (92). Shortly after this breakthrough, "The 
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machine cut him off' (93). While DeLillo literally means that the answering machine has 
run out oftape, he also figuratively means that the machine Bill finds himself in as a 
result of his exile has kicked in and shut him down as soon as Brita "realized Scott was 
right behind her" (93). When Scott enters the room, Bill's true voice can no longer be 
heard. 
Bill begins to speak for himself again in Charlie Everson's office, because Scott is 
waiting outside for him and Bill is finally able to speak freely without fear of Scott. 
Charlie, of course, has also known Bill for years, but knew him both as a person and a 
writer, so Bill is able to loosen Scott's stifling hold in exchange for Charlie's slightly 
roomier hold on his identity. Their conversation allows Bill to think about the outside 
world in a way that he has previously been unable to in his own house, even though he 
initially resists Charlie's idea of helping the kidnapped Swiss poet, Jean-Claude Julien, 
saying, "Get a Swiss writer. Won't the Swiss feel left out?" (99). Bill eventually sees the 
hostage negotiation as a means of escape for himself. As Osteen points out, while Bill 
cares about artistic freedom of speech and the hostage situation, he agrees to be traded for 
Jean-Claude because he needs some way to escape his own aura and those holding him 
captive in his home (655). Charlie's role in this novel is comparable to the role of 
Bucky's many visitors in Great Jones Street, who seem initially to be interested in the 
well-being of the reclusive artist, but in reality are only interested in the artist insofar as 
that artist's output can help line their own pockets. For this reason, once Bill leaves 
Charlie's office, he allows Charlie to believe that he will follow Charlie's orders, but 
moves away from Charlie as quickly as he can once they reach London. At first, Bill is 
ready to trade Scott's power over him for Charlie's, because he knows that Charlie will 
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be easier to outwit. 
Upon leaving Charlie's office, Bill "exited by the last single door, peeling the 
visitor's badge from his lapel and moving out onto the sidewalk, where he joined the 
surge of the noontime crowd" (103). For a man who has been in near-total isolation for 
decades, this jump straight into the crowd must be a scary prospect; no doubt, for Bill, the 
prospect of returning to the farm with Scott and facing the rest of his life there must be 
scarier still. With his concentrated effort to disappear from those closest to him, Bill 
displays an unexpected determination to rejoin the world, insofar as he is able to. Bill's 
escape ends Part One of this novel, and also ends the first part of Bill's attempt to 
transform his identity. In trying to assert his independence on the farm, on Brita's 
answering machine from the farm, and finally, in Charlie's office, Bill realizes that he 
will never be fully independent unless he walks straight into the crowd; the faceless, 
swirling mass that Scott belongs to and that he was originally so fearful ofbecomes the 
salvation for hisjndividualized identity. Bill's desire to regain his identity and 
singularity by melding into a crowd proves quite paradoxical, especially for a man who 
has avoided the crowd completely for two decades. However, the identity Bill is trying 
to regain by leaving Scott and walking off into the crowd is his private identity, the 
persona that Jim Morrison would call a "spectator" instead of an "actor." Bill is tired of 
being the actor, which led to his withdrawal in the first place; unfortunately, even those 
he chooses to surround himself with are more ready custodians of the Bill Gray brand 
name than they are friends or even fellow spectators trying to muddle through somehow. 
By walking off into the crowd, Bill leaves his brand name behind to become an 
Everyman, and only through actively seeking his identity in the world is he able to move 
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toward revitalizing his creativity. 
Bill's movement away from all those who are familiar to him begins slowly-- he 
starts by visiting his daughter in Boston and making the trip to London, per Charlie's 
orders-- but as he searches for his freedom, he moves more and more quickly. Elias 
Canetti speaks helpfully of certain crowds as a "Hunting Pack" seeking out its prey: "The 
hunting pack moves with all its force towards a living object which it wants to kill in 
order subsequently to incorporate it." "The prey," in tum, "is always in movement and 
has to be chased" (97). In this novel, Bill is the prey for the hunting pack of the media, 
his fans, Scott, and his business associates. Unfortunately, while Bill does manage to 
escape and begin running away from the Pack, the chase eventually tires him out, as is 
the case with most prey, and he gives up. Bill's yielding to the chase can also be seen as 
his yielding to the powers that call for his commodification and subsequent death ofhis 
creativity and incorporation ofhis product into the "hunting pack" of capitalism. Bill's 
desire to move, both physically and creatively, finds itself at odds with the desires ofthe 
public and the hunting pack, who want him to remain still in a creative sense-that is, by 
creating a new book, but only one that matches the standards set by his earlier ones-in 
order for his product and his creativity to be consumed and incorporated more easily. 
DeLillo also shifts his narrative rhythm when Bill leaves the farm-- he begins 
describing Bill more and Scott less. This shift illustrates the way that Bill's identity is 
becoming stronger and Scott is losing his power over him. After Bill's disappearance, 
Scott says, "if it makes sense to him, I'll eventually figure it out" (117), trying to 
convince himselfthat he knows Bill better than anyone, when in reality he only knows 
the Bill Gray brand name. Having no accurate idea of where Bill is hiding or what his 
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plans are, Scott stays in Bill's house, fretfully waiting for Karen and Bill to return, and 
organizing things in the meantime. 
The reader begins to see Bill's humor and humanity, now that he is away from 
Scott. He begins to seem real and accessible, the way that DeLillo couldn't allow him to 
be when he lived on the farm, because then he wouldn't seem like the type of leader that 
apostles would attempt to track down. Bill becomes an Everyman in his escape, 
interested now in fitting in with the crowd instead of leading it. When he approaches a 
group of veterinarians in the bar to ask them about his injuries after being struck by a car, 
they ask him, "Would we have heard of you?", to which Bill replies evasively, "No, no. 
I'm not that kind ofwriter" (205). DeLillo has given us reason to believe that the 
veterinarians would have heard ofBill, ifhe were willing to tell them who he is; instead, 
however, he continues using his Everyman identity to his advantage, to avoid drawing 
attention to himself and to escape the legend ofhimself created by his published work, 
his increasingly legendary silence, and the capitalistic machine that promotes them. 
However, Bill's Everyman qualities and desire to fit in with the crowd instead of 
leading it eventually prove to be his downfall. He realizes that he enjoys being one of the 
crowd so much that when he gets hit by a car, he refuses to go to a doctor, where he 
would likely be required to identify himself. His injuries seem minor at first, but get 
steadily worse until he dies from a "lacerated" liver. The more Bill enjoys being 
ordinary, the closer to death he gets, because "he wanted devoutly to be forgotten" (216). 
When Bill eventually dies from his injuries, Barrett points out, "the exchange of the 
person for the image is ultimately effected" (797) because all ofhis identification is 
stolen to be sold to "some militia in Beirut" (Mao 217). Bill's authorial image and 
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photograph will not only be sold to feed the machine of capitalism, but his Everyman 
identity will be sold to further the cause of the Lebanese militia. In this way, DeLillo 
suggests that every leader, regardless ofhis/her efforts, eventually becomes commodified 
in some form or another. Bill's fight to regain his identity proves noble, but both ofhis 
identities become appropriated for others' uses. For this reason, the narrator's early 
pronouncement that "the future belongs to crowds" (16) proves prophetic in Bill's case, 
as his authorial identity's future depends on the crowds who will buy his books, and his 
Everyman identity's future depends on his ability to fit into the crowd. 
The closer Bill gets to regaining his identity, the less round Scott's character 
becomes, until, at the end ofPart Two, he takes the position where we met Bill at the 
beginning ofPart One: a figure waiting in the window for Bill or Karen to return, 
waiting for a signal that he can move or speak. At first, he comforts himself with the 
thought that he will return to his former power with Bill: "Bill's return would not be 
complete without Scott, of course" (143). Later, he simply sits in the house, and 
"naturally fit[s] himself to the role ... of friend abandoned or lover discarded" (219). 
While he organizes the house, he discovers that Bill's name is actually a pseudonym for 
Bill's real name, Willard Skansey. By this point in the novel, Scott's loss of identity is so 
complete that he grabs on to any sliver ofhope that he might regain his old life with Bill: 
Scott would never reveal the name change to anyone. He would keep 
absolutely silent. He was happy to keep silent, even now, beginning to 
feel abandoned. For many years Bill had been able to trust people to keep 
silent on his behalf. It would sustain and expand Scott, it would bring him 
closer than ever to Bill, keeping the secret of his name. (185) 
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Trapped in the house without Bill, with nothing to give him forward momentum, Scott 
has become a stagnant character, with no hope of gaining an identity of his own, since his 
identity has been predicated for such a long time on his role and power in Bill's life. By 
the end of the novel, Scott has quickly become one of the faceless members ofthe crowd 
that DeLillo discusses in other novels. Shorn of his badge of honor, his role of caretaker 
for the Bill Gray brand, he must content himself with being near Bill's things, as fans do 
when they cannot come near the actual object oftheir affection. 
Erasing Gray 
The novel ends with a section in which DeLillo presents Bill Gray's physical 
death as a metaphor for one of his larger concerns: the death of the influence of 
renowned authors in general. When Bill dies there are still legions of fans waiting for his 
next book, but their numbers and their proportion ofthe society as a whole have greatly 
diminished-as we all know, people simply don't read as much as they used to. More to 
the point, the fans he does have would clearly be unsatisfied with a book that differs from 
what they've come to expect; in this sense as well, any effort on Bill's part to write 
something different, something more genuine to his necessarily evolving muse, would 
not have the influence that his earlier books did. Quite appropriately, then, we learn in 
this section that Brita has ceased taking pictures of authors and begun taking pictures of 
terrorists, because "[w Jriters stopped one day ... they came to a quiet end" (Mao 230). 
With this transition, from photographing authors to photographing terrorists, Brita 
acknowledges her agreement with Bill's earlier concern that writers are being supplanted 
by terrorists: "Years ago I used to think it was possible for a novelist to alter the inner life 
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of a culture. Now bomb-makers and gunmen have taken that territory. They make raids 
on human consciousness" (41). As writers have become "incorporated" (41), and thus 
more concerned with sales figures, they have helped to accelerate the decline of their 
ability to lead their readers or their culture in the ways they formerly did. Ryan Simmons 
points out that "Bill, as he sees himself, is the voice ofthe individual consciousness 
competing with the discursive mass of materialist culture" (681). Indeed, Bill's early 
work seems to have been his attempt to open society's minds and change the status quo, 
but he, like Bucky Wunderlick and Morrison, has found his message lost in the 
proliferation ofhis legend. 
The majority of Bill's frustration comes from his inability to move beyond his 
own "massive stillness" (45) to truly inspire his fans, and his recognition that terrorists 
seem to have that power for the moment. Bill apparently envies the freedom that 
terrorists seem to have, freedom to help shape the culture and behave as they choose 
while leading their followers. Terrorists now exert a large and growing influence on a 
culture's decisions and inner life. As DeLillo means to indicate with his own portrait of 
Abu Rashid, the irony is that terrorists are, in certain ways, "incorporated" as well. They 
have their pictures taken and proliferated in public, just like writers, and their 
individuality is also lost behind the fac;ade of their serialized images. They also have 
followers and those who spread their message, just as writers do. As Simmons states, 
"Thus the author is connected to the mass movement and to the terrorist not just in the 
focus of their attention but actually in the methods they use ... [and] the way they shape 
consciousness" (680). Eventually, following Bill's incorporation theory, terrorists will 
also cease to be influential and be supplanted by some other group in the minds and 
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hearts of the public. 
The majority of the leaders described in the novel can be described as terrorists in 
some ways: Chairman Mao, the Ayatollah Khomeini, Reverend Moon, and DeLillo's 
own creation, Abu Rashid. The dialectic between the desire to lead and the need to 
appease the followers presents itself in their lives, too, as evidenced by the novel's title, 
itself taken from a work by Andy Warhol of a reprinted picture of Chairman Mao. As 
Rodge Janney, Karen's father, says, in describing Karen's mass wedding at Yankee 
Stadium, "take a time-honored event and repeat it, repeat it, repeat it until something new 
enters the world" (4). Not only does his statement apply to the wedding itself, it also 
applies to the media and the proliferation of images that eventually make the subject of 
any image seem banal and familiar. The images continue to proliferate "until something 
new enters the world", either something new that can be proliferated as the public tires of 
the old images, or something new that can be seen in the old, oft repeated images. For 
DeLillo of course, the something new at a larger level is the replacement ofwhat that 
repeated something actually is with its mere, simulacral repetition. In this sense, the 
dialectic between fans and their leaders spawns another one, the dialectic between actual, 
evolving individuals who have become leaders and the simplified image of themselves 
created by their own success. 
Thus, famed terrorists find themselves under the pressure of the same dialectic 
that Bucky Wunderlick, Jim Morrison, and Bill Gray do. The more their images are 
repeated, the less intimidating and influential they become, as people become 
accustomed to seeing them. Terrorists, as implied in the name, build their lives on being 
able to lead through invoking terror; how can they continue doing so when their 
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eventually hannless pictures are in every person's home and each newscast, and then in 
their cartoons and on their t-shirts? The crowd tires of leaders when leaders' images are 
proliferated to the point of making them hannless and cartoonish and cease to strike fear 
into their hearts. Brita's pictures of writers were, in essence, doing the same thing, 
unbeknownst to her; as her pictures ofwriters begin to be published, she realizes that 
terrorists now have the power to move people. DeLillo leads us to expect that as Brita 
begins to target terrorists for her pictures, she will contribute for a time to their growing 
fame, but she will also eventually make them more accessible, less influential, and 
ultimately, unable to lead their followers or fight against their own loss of power to the 
machine of media proliferation. 
Bill Gray willingly gives stewardship over his authorial identity to Scott in the 
beginning of the novel, but in doing so, begins to lose his power over that identity and, in 
fact his entire life, by allowing Scott to creep into his psyche. Bill has given authority to 
Scott because Scott demonstrated such fealty to Bill's published works, and thus to a 
version of Bill based on that work. But, Scott initially did that by buying into an image 
ofBill, a conception of him, and one that differs from who the real Bill Gray is. As Scott 
continues to use his authority over Bill's authorial identity, trying to force him into 
producing another Bill Gray book for the Bill Gray brand, yet paradoxically helping as 
well to stall the book indefinitely in order to maintain the aura ofmystique brought about 
by Bill's reclusive silence, Bill increasingly loses his power and his creativity. Bill 
attempts to make the new book a compromise between the different direction he wants to 
go in creatively and the old direction that the fans want to follow, but eventually he 
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realizes that he must escape Scott in order to find his authorial identity and move away 

from the stalemate surrounding the publishing of the new book. 

While Bill seeks out his authorial identity, DeLillo begins to describe Bill as more 
and more of an independent character and allows more of his character's personality to 
come through; simultaneously, Bill moves further from his authorial identity and closer 
to his Everyman identity, attempting to fade into the crowd. The eventual death of Bill, 
followed by the selling of his identification to the Lebanese militia, symbolizes both the 
death of the author's influence and Bill's surrender to his commodification and its 
mythology, and also to the waning influence more generally of serious literary authors. 
Terrorists have assumed the influence that authors once held in the public's mind, yet as 
their images are proliferated, they, too, lose their power to lead in the face ofthe 
onslaught ofpublic pressures. 
In the previous chapters, both rock musicians and writers have attempted to fight 
their own commodification and hold onto the power bestowed upon them by their legions 
of fans. The dialectic of an artist's creative individuality vs. public expectation is an epic 
conflict in the lives of these characters. How well, we might wonder, do DeLillo and 
Morrison's creative meditations on this dialectic reflect its actual workings? In the 
following chapter, I will examine documentation of the perfonning life of Jim Morrison 
as a test case from real life of the claims made in these creative arguments proffered by 
Morrison and DeLillo. 
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Chapter Four 

Breaking on Through to "The End": Jim Morrison's Submission to the Crowd 

In Chapter Two, I discussed the poetry of Jim Morrison in order to illuminate 
Morrison's views of his real-life transition from spectator to actor. Morrison's shift in 
roles is discussed at length from his point of view in that chapter, and his perspective 
proves an enlightening viewpoint ofthe conflict between individuality and expectations 
discussed throughout this thesis. Morrison's performances on stage as the lead singer of 
The Doors also showcased this conflict, but in his life in a more natural, less contrived 
manner. While his poetry was carefully constructed over months and sometimes years of 
revisions, his perforn1ances were spontaneous. These performances certainly held 
aspects of the contrived and theatrical, but subtleties such as weight changes and different 
manners ofholding the microphone are crucial elements to a performer's career and are 
hard to fake on a consistent basis. Morrison's physical changes and body language 
during performances actually helped him externalize the pressure he felt throughout his 
performing career from the conflict between individuality and expectation. 
By examining concerts filmed at various points in his performing career, I intend 
to illustrate how Morrison negotiated this dialectic during his career by moving from the 
spectator role to that of an actor performing an expected, scripted role. The first recorded 
performance, filmed in 1967, demonstrates a young, charismatic Morrison enjoying his 
time in the spotlight. By the time Morrison reaches his last television performance, in 
1969, he already finds the spotlight too bright and harsh. His recent arrest for obscenity 
during a Miami concert, and the public outcry over his behavior, has led him to a more 
subdued onstage persona and his body language gives every indication of a man who 
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wants to get through the perfonnance and go home. One ofhis final perfonnances with 
The Doors, at the Isle of Wight Festival in 1970, finds him struggling even more, both 
outwardly and inwardly, with one ofthe defining conflicts of his, or indeed any, life-­
that is, the conflict between what/who the public wants to see in him and what/who he 
actually is. 
As previously mentioned in Chapter Two, the conflict between individuality and 
expectation had interested Morrison for many years and his vision of the dialectic 
between crowds and leaders from the dual perspectives of both crowd member and 
leader left him deeply conflicted. In the early days ofhis career, Morrison seemed 
relatively unaware of how the crowd saw him, and he did what he found comfortable 
onstage. It was his natural reactions to events and his natural enthusiasm for the music he 
created that originally drew the crowd to him. Unfortunately, as Morrison's career 
continued, he found it harder to remember what felt natural to him and began realizing 
that he was now an actor, who therefore had to follow the chosen script. Because of this 
realization, his perfonnances became more forced, less natural, and less passionate. 
Constrained by the view of himself he saw reflected in the crowd's eyes and reactions, he 
could no longer feel the freedom to improvise during sets, and began going through the 
motions and sitting down during instrumental breaks. His later outrageous behavior, as 
well, was his final way of trying to rebel against the pigeonholes the media and the crowd 
were placing him into. Unlike DeLillo's Bucky Wunderlick, who used gibberish lyrics as 
a means to test the crowd's devotion to him, Morrison used his onstage persona to try to 
push the crowd away. Although he continued to strive against his restraints, he eventually 
tired out and had no choice but to give in to the public's idea of his identity, because he 
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no longer knew what his identity was. 
"Light My Fire": Conflicted From the Very Beginning, 1966-68 
According to friends such as Doors keyboardist Ray Manzarek, Morrison never 
really wanted to be a rock star. James Riordan and Jerry Prochnicky describe his initial 
reluctance to make himself the center of attention: 
When they agreed to form a band, Morrison figured Ray would sing the 
songs, but Manzarek insisted that since they were Jim's songs, he must 
feel them more and should sing them ... Manzarek felt that since 
Morrison had the power and passion to compose such songs, singing them 
onstage would create the opportunity for those elements in Jim's 
personality to rise up and be projected out toward the audience. (75-76) 
Morrison took a long time to decide to sing and project himself out into the audience, 
however. During The Doors' first few performances, band mates had a difficult time 
trying to convince Morrison to turn around and face the crowd. As Riordan and 
Prochnicky write, "[WJhen a somewhat rare gig would come along Ray would handle 
most of the singing while Jim stood with his back to the audience, having yet to 
overcome his unease at performing for someone other than friends" (89). Morrison's 
stance in these early shows, withdrawn and turned away from the audience, illustrates his 
belief that, so far, he remains in a spectatorial position, watching the band along with 
everyone else. At this point, he may interact with the band more than with audience 
members, but for the most part, he identifies with the audience more than the band, 
watching the magic happen. For him to tum and interact with the audience would signal 
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that he consciously recognizes his separation from them, and at the beginning of his 

career, he remains unable to do this. 

On the other hand, despite Morrison's ready identification with the spectators in 
the early part of his career, standing onstage with his back to the audience also displays, 
to the audience, the leadership role that he clearly has already stepped into. As Elias 
Canerti writes, in his study of crowds and their leaders, ofthe solitary figure standing 
before an audience with his back turned: "The stiller he stands, the less often he turns 
and looks about him, the more impressive he is. He shows that he does not even fear an 
attack from behind, where he cannot see" (388). Morrison, of course, does not fear the 
crowd at the early perfonnances because, as already stated, he counts himself as one of 
them. His reluctance to tum around and look at the crowd illustrates both Canetti' s point 
about the way the isolated standing man is perceived and my own point about Morrison's 
continuing identification with the crowd. This conflict between the crowd's perception 
ofhim as a man on a stage (and thus a leader) and Morrison's own ideas ofhimself as a 
member of the crowd, not the leader of it, displays the vexed dialectic described 
throughout this thesis in the most basic language of all: body language. 
Morrison, of course, eventually began to face the crowd, signaling his realization 
that he is becoming an actor and can no longer identify solely with the spectators. 
Riordan and Prochnicky describe Morrison's tum toward the crowd when The Doors get 
their first regular gig. They write, "Under the steady grind ofthis six-nights-a-week job 
Morrison began to change. He directed some of his energy outward toward the audience 
and then began getting the hang of it. Soon he started to love it. With each new night he 
became more self-expressive" (94). Even though friends at the time thought "[tJhe Doors 
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weren't very good then," and the band was in the process ofbeing dropped by the 
Columbia label, "Morrison was finding himself as a performer and beginning to 
experiment with his power over audiences" (97). His reluctant tum toward the crowd 
demonstrated his early move toward grasping a more full control over his audience. 
Two other aspects of Morrison's tum toward the crowd merit attention here: the 
comfort level Morrison must be feeling in order to make such a deliberate move toward a 
leadership role, and the way the crowd sees this shift in his performing persona. Canetti 
writes, "Particularly impressive is a man who stands isolated by himself, facing many 
others, but somehow detached from them. It is as though he, in his single person, stood 
for them all" (388). The crowd, then, sees Morrison as a reflection ofthemselves, their 
chosen representative onstage with a microphone, and Morrison begins, with this 
conscious shift in stance, to recognize the way his audience views him. In the beginning, 
of course, as mentioned in Chapter Two, he is able to sustain a dual identification with 
both the crowd and himself, but he finds it difficult to maintain this duality long-term. 
One ofthe personae begins to suffer, and (as is the case with many artists) Morrison 
begins to exist solely as an actor. 
In 1966, as well, The Doors began to play at the Whisky a Go Go, a nightclub on 
the Sunset Strip that booked the premier bands such as Love and The Byrds. At this early 
juncture in their career, Jim's onstage performances quickly veered toward the sorts of 
behavior that later gained him such notoriety. Mirandi Babitz, a close friend of 
Morrison's girlfriend, Pamela Courson, says, 
Jimmy's antics were considered extreme even then. Nobody quite 
understood what he was up to or why he had to be so brazen at times. I 
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know that he hated to sing. He didn't think he was any good and didn't 
like performing. There was always a part of him that was self-critical and 
questioning. As though he felt he was being a sham. (quoted in Riordan 
and Prochnicky 97) 
Morrison medicated his well-documented stage fright with every drug he could find, both 
legal and illegal (97-98), and this self-medication became a means for him to become the 
shaman onstage, both attracting and repelling audiences more and more with each new 
show. Morrison claimed throughout his life that he was powered by the spirit of a Native 
American shaman that he saw dying on the road at the age of 4. He believed the spirit of 
the shaman had left the shaman's body and entered his. As he explained, "The shaman 
was a man who would intoxicate himself. He was probably already an unusual 
individual. And, he would put himself into a trance by dancing, whirling around, 
drinking, taking drugs-- however. Then he would go on a mental travel and describe his 
journey to the rest ofthe tribe" (191). By his own description of shamanism, therefore, 
Morrison's self-medication had two purposes for his performing life: it helped him get 
over his stage fright, and it also allowed him to explain his journeys to the growing 
crowds at Doors' concerts. 
Morrison gained the reputation for being so high on LSD that he "could eat acid­
coated sugar cubes all night without visible effect" (100). Morrison's self-medication 
also allowed him to anesthetize the spectator part of himself and cultivate his actor 
persona, a persona he was carefully crafting during these early shows, but to the 
detriment ofhis individuality. He became aware that audiences were increasingly 
attending the shows in order to see his outrageous behavior, so, while he held the 
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authority over the crowd at this point in his career, he began modifying his (originally 
natural) behavior, giving the audience more ofwhat they wanted to see and less ofwhat 
they didn't. In these early shows, by giving the audience what they wanted to see, and 
also by ignoring his spectator persona, Morrison was slowly giving in to the crowd's 
desires and ignoring his own. It is the relinquishment of control over one's own desires 
and individuality that allows the crowd to slowly take control, eventually leading to a loss 
of the performer's decision-making ability, and ultimately of his or her own self. In 
Morrison's case, it eventually led to both a creative and a physical death. 
One night's performance in particular seems to have pushed Morrison decisively 
along this destructive path. During a show at the Whisky, Morrison improvised the 
instrumental section of "The End" to include an Oedipal section, which later became one 
of the most famous sections in all of The Doors' music. In the improvised section, 
Morrison made reference to wanting to kill his father and copulate with his mother. 
Manzarek recalls that while the audience loved the improvisation, the Whisky's owner 
fired them on the spot. Before taking the stage that night, Morrison reportedly had done 
more LSD than ever before, and whether that allowed him to take his created shaman 
persona farther than ever before or to finally behave naturally onstage, his move toward 
the actor role had crossed the threshold. Riordan and Prochnicky write, "Though he was 
already planting the seeds that would cause him to slowly lose control ofhis life, Jim 
Morrison must have felt he was doing something right" (107). His legend was quickly 
growing, becoming self-perpetuating, and soon it would become myth. 
Morrison's shift toward the role of actor was already apparent when The Doors 
performed for Canadian television in May 1967. At this early stage ofhis career, 
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Morrison played the shaman, looking very comfortable in this role. He played the part of 
the rock star, staring straight into the camera and enjoying being the center of attention, 
although many ofhis actions appear contrived, as though he is pretending to be the self­
confident musician he is perceived to be. His microphone stand was placed a good 
distance in front ofthe rest ofthe band, and in this early show, he stood, pulling the 
microphone toward him. Since the microphone, for a rock perfonner, is the symbol and 
method of a perfonner's power and leadership, Morrison's pulling the microphone 
toward himself instead of leaning on it implies his early mastery and control over his own 
celebrity. In this early perfonnance, Morrison also lunged toward the audience 
repeatedly, forcing them to pay attention to him and the microphone/power he was 
wielding with such authority and exuberance. 
The audience, for their part, was mesmerized by this dark, brooding band, 
especially its enigmatic lead singer. Morrison enjoyed playing off of their reactions, and 
interacted with the crowd throughout the set. His singing voice was clear, coherent, and 
articulate, a sign that he took pride in his work and was putting effort into the 
perfonnance. He made eye contact with several audience members, and in the closing of 
The Doors' song "The End," he pulled the microphone from its stand, screamed and fell 
to his knees at the edge of the stage. He appeared to have a deep connection with the 
words of the song, and got caught up in the performance of it. Ripping the microphone 
from its stand was another display ofpower from the man who seemed to have an easy 
control over his celebrity and image at this early stage ofhis career. 
By 1968, after the release of two highly successful albums, The Doors were 
everywhere; they performed at the Hollywood Bowl and toured Europe. The ubiquity of 
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The Doors' music, and especially the attention paid by the media to Morrison's 
increasingly legendary onstage antics, became tiresome for the other band members, but 
no one was becoming more tired of the ride than Morrison himself. Riordan and 
Prochnicky sum up Morrison's fame in 1968 as follows: 
In 1968, Jim Morrison began to discover the power he had. He had 
become so strongly identified with rebellion that just showing up for a 
concert was making an anti-Establishment statement. With power, 
however, always comes responsibility and that meant less freedom-­
something Morrison abhorred ....The subtlety of [the other members'] 
fine musicianship paled against the more charismatic image of the Lizard 
King and the greater recognition put more pressure on Morrison. The 
spotlight was always on now and the media demanded his time nearly as 
often as the fans. (212) 
The Doors' European tour performances also provide insight into Morrison's transition 
from performer/musician to "rock star." He seemed more subdued during the European 
tour, but the performances also exhibit a Morrison who had become comfortable with his 
crowd. His actions appeared less contrived and unnatural. In The Doors Are Open, a 
videotaped performance by The Doors at London's Roundhouse Arena in 1968, he 
played off the audience a great deal, and wanted to settle comfortably into his performing 
persona while maintaining his individuality, particularly the freedom to follow any 
changes called for by his evolving artistic inclinations. This desire, of course, is one that 
every performer and artist exhibits, but for many who achieve success, including 
Morrison, it becomes an unattainable goal. 
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A preserved recording of a television show on Soundstage Perfomlances also 
highlights a later Amsterdam show on the same early 1968 European tour, in which 
Morrison showed the beginning signs of boredom with celebrity, and physically 
displayed as well the inner conflict between his dual and dueling personae. This 
televised performance had no live audience, and The Doors seemed uncomfortable 
performing with no crowd energy to feed off of. Morrison, for his part, had gained 
weight and appeared drunk and exhausted during the performance. His performance was 
lackluster, giving nothing extra, only the minimum amount of conviction called for by 
each song in the set. The man who was once unable to face his crowd during 
performances now seemed unsure what to do without an audience, suggesting the power 
that crowds have come to have over him. 
He sat for the majority ofthe show, leaning on the microphone this time; the 
microphone, and by extension his celebrity and power, had become a crutch for him, 
propping him up against the constant barrage ofpressure and expectations his crowd has 
been placing on him since the beginning ofhis career. In his seated position, the 
microphone cord also coiled around him like a snake, visually suggesting the way that his 
fame and power have become a snare for his individuality and artistic voice. Canetti 
describes those seated before an audience as "people to whom the exercise of power has 
become second nature" (390), and Morrison's seated position during the Amsterdam 
performance also illustrates the power over the crowd that Morrison has become 
accustomed to wielding. Unfortunately, the more comfortable Morrison became with the 
power he held over the crowd, the more the power shifted toward his audience and 
ensnared his individuality. As Morrison rested on his authority, the crowd grew and 
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began making more and more demands on him, eventually becoming one ofthe main 

authorities in his life. 

The Doors also perfonned at the Hollywood Bowl in 1968, as showcased on The 
Doors Collection. In this perfonnance, Morrison joked with the crowd and seemed at 
ease, but his genial behavior belied the internal conflict revealed by close inspection of 
his body language. Previously shown standing, holding the microphone with one hand 
in front of the other, Morrison began in this concert to hold one hand on top of the other, 
as ifto obscure his mouth and face as much as possible. Also, he spent a great deal of 
time with his back to the audience, as though hoping they would disappear when his back 
was turned. No longer turning his back because he feels like a spectator, Morrison was 
now clearly tired, apparently under the influence of chemical substances, and unable to 
remember when to come in on songs that he co-wrote. Nevertheless, the audience, who 
came to the concerts as much to see Morrison's legendary antics as to hear the music, 
loved Morrison in this perfonnance. He interacted with them and even asked for a 
cigarette from a girl in the front row. However, he behaved less naturally than he did in 
the London concert, by perfonning for the crowd in the way that he knew they expected 
him to, instead of reacting naturally to events onstage and within the songs. 
The Hollywood Bowl concert showcases a man who knew the crowd wanted to 
see his absurd behavior in person, and he was tired of delivering. Unfortunately, while 
his absurd behavior may have started as a natural reaction to the crowd and the music in 
early shows, it now felt like a demand to him-- a demand for the most absurd behavior 
that might top the previous show's absurd behavior. Jerry Hopkins and Danny Sugennan 
write, 
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[TJhe more Jim realized the words and music were being overlooked, the 
more his frustration exploded onstage and off. He was also growing 
weary ofthe weight ofthe crowd's expectations. In the early days it had 
been effortless to transport audiences because they had come with an open 
mind. Now the crowd would be satisfied with nothing less than what 
they'd heard about, felt they'd been promised. (212) 
He teased the crowd with asides and spontaneous poems, but his performance looked like 
he was pushing the crowd to see how far he could go before they began to realize that he 
might behave differently than they expect and illustrate that the control they believed 
they had over him was an illusion. Eventually, he seems to hope, they will become 
disgusted or leave. In Chapter One, I examined Bucky Wunderlick's lyrical descent into 
gibberish, a descent which showcased Bucky's frustration at the failure of language. In 
addition, his descent seemed on some levels to be exactly the same type ofpush toward 
the crowd that Morrison exhibited in the Hollywood Bowl concert. The crowd had been 
pushing both Morrison and Bucky so hard that they decided to push back. Bucky decided 
to push back by reverting to gibberish in his lyrics and eventually withdrawing 
completely from the limelight in order to find a more authentic way to lead his crowd, 
while Morrison's onstage antics became more and more rebellious, as ifhe dared the 
crowd to either step forward and explicitly exert their leadership over him or fade away 
completely. 
"Break on Through": Pushing Back-- the Miami incident and 1969 
By March 1969, Morrison had almost exhausted himself with pushing back, not 
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just at his crowd, but at the establishment and everyone who sought to define him in anyI 
i 
way. As though to mock his stardom, Morrison rebelled against even his band mates and 
producers, knowing that very little could be done without him. According to Riordan and 
Prochnicky, Morrison loved to toy with the media by describing the band as "erotic 
politicians" and tellingjoumalists that he loved "activity that seems to have no meaning." 
These sound bytes were jokes to him, and he was surprised when people took them 
seriously (211). He found it "ludicrous for anyone to assume that a philosophy worth 
anything could be summed up in a few choice plu"ases ".. 'I just thought everyone knew 
it was ironic,' Morrison said, 'but apparently they thought I was mad'" (211). The 
discovery that the media did indeed take his words seriously was a shock to Morrison, 
since his audience had already ceased listening to the words and music ofhis 
performances. Pushing the crowd as hard as Morrison did to broaden their horizons 
while also pushing against the crowd's continual encroachment upon him, and still losing 
the battle, becomes tiresome, and this may help explain the downward spiral Morrison 
was on before he arrived in Miami. Morrison had taken to self-medicating more and 
more heavily, to drown out the pressures that the daily conflict between his leadership 
and that of the crowd were placing on him. 
Morrison was self-medicated to the point of incoherence when The Doors stepped 
onstage an hour later than scheduled at the Dinner Key Auditorium in Miami, Florida. In 
part because the band was so late, and in part because they'd come to expect a certain 
kind ofbehavior from Morrison, namely a spiritual leadership that encouraged them to 
rebel against the status quo, the crowd was, according to Jerry Hopkins and Danny 
Sugerman, "fever pitched" (227). After sizing up the crowd, Morrison decided what they 
I 
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expected ofhim, and he resolutely refused to yield to their expectations. Instead of 
exhorting the crowd to "Break on through" or "wake up," key performative phrases in 
much-loved Doors songs, he instead insulted them, and the entire state ofFlorida (where 
he had happened to spend his childhood). Basically, in the words of one police sergeant, 
he "did his damnedest to start a riot" (Hopkins and Sugerman 235). The audience 
responded to all of this with silence and shock, in much the same way, and for the same 
reasons, that Bucky Wunderlick' s crowd fell silent in the days before his withdrawal: 
they were shocked at their apparent loss of control over their leader. The audience 
expected to tell stories about seeing The Doors in concert for the rest of their lives, but 
Morrison's theatrics were different from what they had bargained for. Eventually, 
Morrison attempted to expose himself sexually-- varying accounts ofthe concert say he 
actually did expose himself-- and the Miami police charged him with felony lewd and 
lascivious behavior and three misdemeanors: indecent exposure, open profanity, and 
drunkenness. By the time these charges were filed, however, Morrison was long gone 
from Florida; the felony charge carried a penalty of up to seven years in prison, and 
Morrison was visibly frightened at the prospect ofjail time (233-36). 
The Miami incident gained The Doors and Morrison another level ofnotoriety. 
After the charges were filed, their faces were on the front page of every paper and 
magazine in the country, and every upcoming venue cancelled their tour's shows. Jim's 
behavior in Miami was nothing out of the ordinary for him from what his behavior had 
become in his everyday life, but this was the first time since assuming an actor's persona 
that he stopped acting and behaved naturally in front of his fans. Morrison's pushing 
back toward the crowd and establishment finally allowed him to break on through into 
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new ground for both himself and The Doors, by changing their message somewhat and 
by observing the crowd's reactions. In the Miami concert, Morrison may have realized 
that his onstage actions had helped create and were contributing to the pressures placed 
on him and the band. By losing his carefully crafted shaman image and expressing his 
frustration to the crowd, Morrison was finally honest, both with the audience and himself. 
This more honest Morrison withdraws from his old contrived image and creates a new 
one, one that is more reflective ofwho he is; the Miami incident and its reverberations 
allowed both he and The Doors to attempt a move in a new direction Unfortunately, it 
nearly destroyed the group, as their supportive crowd recoiled in shock and horror at the 
antics of the leader they thought they controlled. Also, as stated in Chapter Three, 
leaders are chosen because they reflect the views and opinions of their crowds in some 
way, and Morrison was no different; his crowd thought Morrison stood for them and their 
beliefs, but Miami proved them wrong. The crowd's response was to distance 
themselves from him as quickly as they could, as concert promoters quickly lost interest 
in providing performance venues for the band. 
The only gig The Doors could get in 1969, after Miami, was an appearance on 
PBS in New York City. The Soundstage Performances recording of the show 
demonstrates a very different Morrison from the Morrison shown in all the newspapers 
after Miami. The Jim Morrison ofthis performance was no longer the lean young lion of 
teenaged pinups. He had gained about 40 pounds and grown out his previously well­
groomed beard, and most ofhis face was hidden by huge sunglasses. As Hopkins and 
Sugem1an put it, 
This was the 'new' Jim Morrison-- honest, serious, politely declining to 
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talk about Miami 'at my lawyer's insistence,' boyishly charming, spouting 
poetry. But to anyone watching closely, it was clear that Jim was 
manipulating the media again, ... building himself another image. This 
one was more honest ... His new image was both easier to live with and 
easier to live up to. Jim was learning. (241-2) 
The new image was Morrison's attempt, albeit too late, to insulate himself from the slings 
and arrows of the crowd and to regain a semblance of his former identity. The drummer 
for The Doors, John Densmore, said on Soundstage Performances that Morrison was 
more subdued and quiet during the PBS performance. Besides the physical changes, the 
Miami incident and the possibility ofjail time seemed to have scared him enough to calm 
him down a bit. While he wanted to push back toward the crowd and try new things 
regardless of their approval, the incident at Miami had hurt the group, and Morrison was 
genuinely apologetic about that. His new image was also a way for him to fade back into 
the group, instead ofbeing the lead singer and sole voice. Densmore also said that by the 
time of the PBS show, Morrison was already quietly drinking himselfto death and had 
"one foot in the grave." Morrison's daily pressures from the crowd were displayed in his 
physical changes; he could no longer keep the pressures ofthe crowd from affecting him, 
and despite his conscious adoption of a new persona, his individuality was losing its fight 
against the crowd's expectations. Morrison's frustration at the pigeonholes he was being 
placed into had come to a head in Miami, with disastrous, public results for his career and 
the band. His push against these pigeonholes left the Miami crowd stunned as he tried to 
decide how best to move forward creatively while reminding the crowd ofThe Doors' 
message. The physical and attitudinal changes in him before the PBS performance were 
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his attempts to draw the attention away from his status and back to the music. However, 
the crowd had little desire to listen to the music; like Bucky Wunderlick's crowd, they 
also had no interest in the lyrics if the lyrics ask for self-examination and changeS. When 
asked earlier why he had tumed to berating crowds in concert, having an experience 
onstage that was cathartic for him and an assault on the audience, he said, "I just hope 
that one day people take me seriously as a poet" (quoted in Riordan and Prochnicky 303). 
The persona displayed at the PBS performance was his attempt to be the poet that he 
wanted people to see him as. UnfOliunately, the crowd already had developed a one­
dimensional perception of Morrison, and they were unwilling to change that perception 
just because Morrison himself wanted to change. 
During the PBS performance, Morrison swayed so badly at times from apparent 
intoxication that the microphone stand seemed to be the only thing holding him up. The 
microphone, as already stated, was the symbol of his power and celebrity, and Morrison's 
hanging onto it for dear life illustrated his lack of control over his own celebrity and 
image; he cannot remember how to wield the power he used to hold, so he gave in to the 
pressures on him by performing the way he was expected to. The microphone stand was 
placed closer to the band, as though Morrison wanted the audience to see The Doors as a 
group, instead of seeing them as a singer with a backup band. Also, the protective 
8 In the performative piece "Celebration ofthe Lizard," Morrison asks the audience to 
"close your eyes, forget your name! forget the world, forget the people! and we'll erect, a 
different steeple" (American Night 41). He even encourages them to "Release control, 
we're breaking Thru" (41). The audience, however, remains more interested in Morrison 
himself than in joining him in erecting a "different steeple" (41). 
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cocoon ofthe band helped support him throughout a set that he clearly just needed to get 
through so that he can go home. When the band performs "Tell All the People," with 
lyrics such as "tell all the people that you see/ follow mel follow me down" (Par. 1), 
Morrison seems to have a special connection to these words that he did not feel in earlier 
performances ofthe same song. His depression over the Miami incident and the charges 
pending against him led him to appeal to his audience to come on the downward spiral 
with him. He kept his sunglasses on for the entire set, never making eye contact or 
looking at the camera, as though he fears removing the sunglasses will reveal to the 
audience what a fraud he is. Indeed, he was a fraud to himselfby this point in his career; 
he had followed the crowd's desires for so long that he had forgotten his own. He told an 
interviewer at this time that he realized how "Jim Morrison" had become a myth, and he 
was trying "to reduce the myth to absurdity" (quoted in Hopkins and Sugerman 249), and 
eventually wipe it out. His new onstage_persona illustrated his efforts to do so. 
In an interview after the PBS performance, Morrison rarely spoke, preferring to 
let the other members of The Doors answer the questions. He kept his sunglasses on and 
rarely even turned toward the interviewer. In previous interviews, Morrison had always 
been the most animated of the group, excited to demonstrate his point of view to the 
interviewer. In this interview, he seemed impatient; although he was never rude in his 
answers, his body language illustrated Morrison's beliefthat the entire exchange was a 
futile charade. He smoked cigarettes distractedly, looking around the studio and at his 
band mates, rarely even paying attention to the questions. 
The mid-career Morrison showcased throughout 1969 illustrates a perfom1er who 
had realized his own powerlessness and, though he tried his hardest to fight against it, he 
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was gIVlllg Ill. The proliferation of his image was beyond his control, especially after 
Miami, and the crowd's pressures continue to mount. As Brita says to Bill in DeLillo's 
Mao II, "[f]rom the moment your picture appears you'll be expected to look just like it. 
And if you meet people somewhere, they will absolutely question your right to look 
different from your picture" (43). Morrison's literal and figurative image had now been 
spread throughout the culture, faster than he could possibly hope to contain, and 
everywhere he went, the crowd expected him to look and act like his image. His 
reputation preceded him at every show, and the crowd begged for more and more 
ostentatious behavior; Morrison obliged, at first willingly, but later in an attempt to see 
just how far he could go with them still following. The meltdown in Miami was the 
foregone conclusion of such a power struggle between a media-proliferated image and 
one man, and Morrison fought and pushed back as hard as he could until he broke on 
through to another stage. Unfortunately, what he broke into was his final acceptance of 
his actor's role in society, and the last year ofhis performing career displayed a man 
going through the motions, with no idea how to regain control of his life or image. 
"The End": The death of the great actor, 1970-71 
By 1970, Morrison finally yielded to the pressures that the crowd had been 
placing on him throughout his career. Message to Love: The Isle ofWight Festival, is a 
recording of The Doors playing one of their final shows together. Billed as "The British 
Woodstock," the three-day festival was about anything but peace and love by the time 
The Doors took the stage on the second night. Problems with tickets and a narrowly 
averted riot had already wreaked havoc when The Doors performed. Naturally 
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charismatic throughout his life prior to this point, Morrison made no effort now to either 
calm the crowd or incite them further. In fact, he had absolutely no contact with the 
crowd at all; the entire set looked as though The Doors could be playing in someone's 
empty garage. Morrison ceased all attempts to interact with or connect with the crowd. 
By this time, he realized that he was solely an actor, and that he could never attempt to 
identify with the spectators again. The crowd wanted Morrison, their leader, the man 
whose image they recognized, even though they never looked past his posturing and 
connected with him on a human level. Morrison complied with the crowd, although the 
image he displayed was the new image he had been carefully crafting: quiet and 
subdued, hidden beneath 40 extra pounds, a beard, and huge sunglasses. 
The audience here seemed to feel Morrison's disconnection from them, as he no 
longer improvised during sets or spoke to them at all. They showed their disapproval by 
again falling silent; they had come to expect Morrison to interact with them and display 
his shaman persona. His new persona was one the crowd failed to recognize as their 
leader, although the subdued, seemingly apprehensive Morrison displayed at this concert 
was a more intrinsically authentic persona than the shaman persona he had cultivated 
earlier. The audience clearly remained unsure how to understand this change in their 
leader, a change that they never agreed upon, and therefore they displayed little interest in 
The Doors during this set. 
The two songs performed on the Isle ofWight DVD, "The End" and "When the 
Music's Over," were performed robotic ally. Morrison seemed tired and weary; at several 
points, he appeared to try to get into the message of the song, but remembering the 
message and the fun he used to have as an actor had become more of a struggle for him. 
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He continued to cover his face with his hands on top of the microphone stand, and again 
leaned on the stand, visibly worn out from his struggle with his own image. He went 
through the motions on the songs, but there were no antics, no asides to the audience, and 
no spontaneous poems. Morrison was tired throughout the set, tired of the songs, tired of 
the struggle, and tired of this life. Perhaps Morrison realized that his onstage behavior 
was one ofthe contributing factors to the audience's expectations of him; the lack of 
interaction also demonstrates that he is serious about the music and that the crowd should 
be, too. The entire perfonnance, especially the perfonnance of "The End," felt like a 
farewell from Morrison in one ofhis final shows. 
The Doors' actual final perfonnance, which took place in New Orleans on 
December 12, 1970, was the desperate actor's last gasp. Prochnicky and Riordan write, 
"Something happened to Jim Morrison that night. Something so unusual that only those 
who knew him as a person instead of a star could possibly understand" (438). It appeared 
to many observers that Morrison was drunk, sick, and worn out, and those who believed 
in his claim about the shaman inside him say that the shaman's spirit left him that night. 
Ray Manzarek describes the night to Riordan and Prochnicky: 
Everyone who was there saw it ... He lost all his energy about midway 
through the set. He hung on the microphone and it just slipped away. 
You could actually see it leave him. He was drained ....When I first met 
him, he was just full of energy, life, power and potency, and intellectual 
knowledge, and by the time it was over, he was drained and exhausted. 
(438). 
John Densmore's book, Riders on the Stonn, also recounts the evening: "Later Ray 
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remarked that during the set he sawall of Jim's psychic energy go out the top ofhis head 
... it did seem that Jim's lifeforce was gone" (quoted in Riordan and Prochnicky 439). 
After being unable to actually make it through a single song, Morrison destroyed the 
stage with the microphone stand out of frustration. He was frustrated that he was still 
performing with The Doors, when he had tried to quit a couple of times; he was also 
frustrated that no one could help him in his personal struggle to regain his identity. After 
Jim destroyed the stage, John Densmore put down his drumsticks and walked off the 
stage, leaving the other two members, Ray Manzarek and Robby Krieger, to finish the 
show by themselves. The audience, according to Manzarek, was "stunned" at Morrison's 
outburst (Riordan and Prochnicky 438). Once again, their reaction to their perceived 
leader behaving in a way they did not expect, was silence, to demonstrate their 
disapproval ofMorrison's acting out. 
After that night in New Orleans, Morrison never again performed with The Doors. 
The following February, he joined his girlfriend in Paris for a sabbatical, and in July of 
1971, he was found dead in his hotel bathtub. According to Riordan and Prochnicky, 
Morrison never officially left the band, but he never officially said he would return, 
either. "He just said, 'I don't know who I am, I don't know what I'm doing, I don't know 
what I wauna do, I'm gone ... Don't count on me, good-bye'" (441). Former girlfriend 
Patricia Kennealy claimed that as Jim left for Paris, she knew she wouldn't see him 
again. Kennealy, an editor for Jazz & Pop, said she had always seen two very distinct 
personae in Morrison, the performer and the person. When he left for Paris, the dark 
side, the performer persona, was winning, and "I think he knew it, too" (442). 
Morrison's inability to make a decision where the band was concerned is not 
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for both his fans and himself. 
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Conclusion 
The leaders discussed in this thesis slowly become aware of the countervailing 
leadership of their followers, and each attempts to escape. Bucky Wunderlick emerges as 
the most successful example of a leader who eventually regains his identity, apparently 
poised to find a way to reenter his old life. Due to his sudden death, Jim Morrison was 
unable to truly make a decision between being a spectator or an actor in his own life. Bill 
Gray attempts to walk the line between his leadership and the crowd's, between his 
authorial identity and the Everyman he wants to be, but also dies before he can fully 
immerse himself in the crowd. 
Because Bucky in Great Jones Street is able to withdraw from his fame and take 
an objective look at it, he comes to realize his own powerlessness in his perfomling life. 
Through the rumors of his death and Happy Valley's administering the speech­
annihilating drug to him, he regains power, because he no longer is expected to perform 
in any way. The sudden loss of the crowd's pressure on him frees Bucky to finally make 
a move back into his old life, perhaps in an artistically new direction, but at the very least, 
on his own terms. Of course, Bucky's return also brings with it an eventual return of the 
societal pressures on him, but his withdrawal helps give him the tools he needs to face the 
expectations and continue in his own direction artistically. During his time in the 
apartment, Bucky looks objectively at his fame and the ways he contributes to his own 
commodification and frustration; prepared by novel's end to step back into the limelight, 
he now knows what pitfalls to avoid. As previously stated, Bucky is the most successful 
example in this thesis of a leader attempting a return to power, and it seems likely that 
regaining control of his own life will allow him to control his celebrity. 
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Very few leaders are afforded the opportunity to step back from leadership in 
order to gain perspective, and even fewer successfLllly return to leadership once they have 
gained that perspective. The other two figures discussed in this thesis, Bill Gray and Jim 
Morrison, never choose between returning to leadership or melting into the crowd. Both 
appear, at the end of their lives, to wish to rejoin the crowd, but Bucky, too, wants to 
rejoin the crowd until he is artistically freed by "the product." Gray and Morrison may 
have regained their leadership, as well, if allowed the time and opportunity to regain their 
artistic identities. However, they had both been unwitting cogs in the machine of 
publicity and capitalism for so long that neither had that time nor opportunity. 
Jim Morrison's move from the spectator to actor role in society also relegated him 
to being a spectator in his own life, as his poetry demonstrates. His desires to lead his 
crowd to a new consciousness became thwarted as his image took center stage ahead of 
the message ofhis lyrics and music. The more he pushed the crowd, the more frustrated 
he became, as evidenced in his actions onstage and in his life, and the crowd was quick to 
show disapproval whenever he led them in a direction they did not expect. While his 
behavior in the Miami concert was a catharsis for him and allowed him a bit oftime to 
change his image, the fans and those around him continued to exert pressure on him to 
return to the Morrison they thought he was. This pressure later contributed to his 
meltdown in his last performance with The Doors and led to his escape to Paris, in an 
attempt to withdraw, as Bucky did, and become an actor in his own life again. The crowd 
had won control over Morrison from very early in his career, and his death surrendered 
all power to them completely. Now, without the object oftheir affection interfering, the 
crowd is free to worship him, and they tum him into the leader they need him to be 
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instead of the leader he truly was. 
The power struggle between Bill and his assistant Scott in Mao II becomes a 
microcosm of the power struggle between crowds and their leaders, a power struggle I 
have explored throughout this thesis. The irony of this struggle is that crowds find 
leaders to follow and eventually begin leading, unbeknownst to them. Just as Scott seeks 
out Bill, a writer whose books are, he says, "about me somehow" (51), crowds seek out 
leaders who they think reflect the same opinions and ideas that they hold. Due to this 
seeking, Scott finds Bill and attempts to keep Bill in the mold of the writer he has 
become, without caring about Bill's current needs or identity, in much the same way that 
crowds voraciously feed on their leaders. For this reason, Bill eventually must escape 
from Scott, as many leaders, including the ones discussed in this thesis, try to escape 
from their public lives, even for a short period. 
The characters described throughout this thesis have all been performers in certain 
ways; in many ways, we are all performers, putting on a fa<;ade to fit into society for 
daily life. Fortunately, the conflict between the identity of a performer and the 
expectations ofhis/her public is a large-scale conflict, able to be studied much more 
minutely in the lives of the famous or fictional than in the daily lives of ourselves or our 
neighbors. Bucky Wunderlick, Bill Gray, and Jim Morrison are also all fictional 
characters; even though Morrison was a real person and both ofDeLillo's characters may 
have been based on real people, every aspect of their lives has been created, either by 
themselves or by someone else. This is the point and expectation of fame, after all. We 
all expect certain behavior from those who lead and perform; our dismay or disgust at 
their unexpected behavior really stems from our surprise at being unable to control those 
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we feel we know intimately. Their frustration and desire to act out, in tum, comes from 
the power they once wielded so easily and now must find a way to reclaim. 
As this intangible power swings back and forth, between society and the 
individual, Bucky Wunderlick, Jim Morrison, and Bill Gray seek to negotiate the fine line 
between their desires and the crowd's. Each withdraws in order to look objectively at the 
lives that they, in many ways, simply watch happen. They all seek to recover their 
creative spirit from the maw of the machine of capitalism. Only Bucky is (marginally) 
successful in his attempt to regain control; as previously stated, his public has no 
expectations for his return and this frees him to return on his own terms. Gray and 
Morrison both die before their desires to either escape or return are fully realized. The 
withdrawals of all three free their respective crowds to begin speculating about them and 
also seek to new leaders to devour, allowing all three to gain cultural immortality while 
also hastening their creative deaths. As each learns, one's own legend can become the 
hardest thing to live up to, and all three attempt to understand their legends before 
competing with them. The negotiation of the dialectic between public pressure and 
private creative exploration proves to be one of the defining conflicts in each ofthese 
men's lives, a conflict that pushes them to discover a truly authentic sense oftheir 
creative selves. 
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